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Abstract 
This master thesis evaluated the performance of a micro-CT system consisting of 

Hamamatsu microfocus X-ray source L10951-04 and CMOS flat panel  

C7942CA-22. The X-ray source and flat panel have been characterised in terms 

of dark current, image noise and beam profile. Additionally, the micro-CT 

system’s spatial resolution, detector lag and detector X-ray response have been 

measured. Guidance for full image correction and methods for characterisation 

and performance test of the X-ray source and detector is presented. 

A spatial resolution of 7 lp/mm at 10 % MTF was measured. A detector lag of  

0.3 % was observed after ten minutes of radiation exposure. The performance of 

the micro-CT system was found to be sufficient for high resolution X-ray imaging. 

However, the detector lag effect is strong enough to reduce image quality during 

subsequent image acquisition and must either be avoided or corrected for. 
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Sammanfattning 
Detta examensarbete utvärderade prestandan hos ett mikro-CT system 

bestående av Hamamatsu mikrofokusröntgenkälla L10951-04 och CMOS 

plattpanel C7942CA-22. Röntgenkällan och plattpanelen har blivit 

karakteriserade med avseende på mörk ström, bildbrus och strålningsprofil. 

Dessutom har mikro-CT systemets spatiala upplösning, detektorns 

signalfördröjning och detektorns röntgenrespons uppmätts. En vägledning för full 

bildkorrektion och metoder för karaktärisering och prestandatest för 

röntgenkällan och detektorn har presenterats. 

En spatial upplösning på 7 lp/mm vid 10 % MTF uppmättes. En signalfördröjning 

hos detektorn på 0.3 % observerades efter tio minuter strålningsexponering. 

Prestandan hos mikro-CT systemet konstaterades tillräcklig för högupplöst 

röntgenavbildning. Dock anses detektorns signalfördröjning vara tillräckligt stor 

för att försämra bildkvalitén och måste antingen undvikas eller korrigeras för. 
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1. Introduction 
Computer tomography (CT) is an image modality used to reconstruct a  

3-dimensional structure of an examined object using X-rays. The reconstruction 

is built from 2-dimensional X-ray projections measured from multiple angles 

around the object. The CT system’s performance is determined by several 

factors, with most impact from the X-ray source and detector used to acquire the 

X-ray images [1]. 

A microscopic computed tomography (micro-CT) is a CT system which can 

produce voxel sizes in the final 3-dimensional image within the micrometre scale. 

Recently it has become possible to construct CT systems that can deliver such 

high resolution. The biggest contribution to this progress is the development of 

high resolution detectors with pixel sizes down to 50 µm2. Another requirement 

has been the use of X-ray sources which have an effective focal spot size of the 

same order as the pixel size, or even better [2]. 

The micro-CT has several fields of usage and in medicine it is often used for 

examination of small animals or specimens. Small animals are often used in 

research concerning mutations or pathologies and to monitor disease progression 

and therapy. The aim of such research is often to relate to human pathology for 

development of new pathology treatments. In order to compare a 1 mm3 voxel 

size of human tissue with small animal tissue, the corresponding voxel size of the 

animal has to be close to 50 µm3, which is why the high resolution is required 

[2], [3]. 

The School of Technology and Health (STH) at the Royal Institute of Technology 

(KTH) is building a combined micro-CT and PET imaging system in collaboration 

with ATOMKI, Hungary. This master thesis was conducted to assemble and test 

the micro-CT part of that system. No previous work had been made on the 

micro-CT and therefore a characterisation of the individual parts was necessary 

before any performance test could be carried out on the system. 

1.1 Project definition 
The work was divided into three steps: 

1. The micro-CT system was assembled so that images could be acquired 

and the detector evaluated under no X-ray exposure, characterising the 

detectors static noise. 

2. The second step was to evaluate the X-ray source and the detectors 

response to X-rays. The beam profile and image noise were analysed to 

characterize the inhomogeneity and noise in obtained X-ray images. 

3. The last step was to test the performance of the detector, evaluating the 

detector lag and spatial resolution of the system. 
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1.2 Project aims 
The aims of this master thesis were: 

 To find and use appropriate methods for micro-CT system testing. 

 To conduct experimental tests to characterise and determine the 

performance of the micro-CT system. 

 To provide a guide that can be used for image acquiring and system 

testing, including necessary data regarding X-ray tube and detector for 

optimal usage. 

 Compare the performance of the tested micro-CT system with  

state-of-the-art micro-CT performance. 
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2. Background 
The background to this thesis work does not describe the fundamental physics of 

X-ray imaging in detail, as it is expected that the reader is familiar with the 

concept. If additional information is desired on medical X-ray imaging that is 

beyond the scope of this thesis, the book by Bushberg et al. [1] is 

recommended. 

An X-ray imaging system has an X-ray tube unit for production of X-rays and a 

detector unit for detection of the produced X-rays. The ideal situation would be if 

the X-ray tube produced an X-ray beam of uniform intensity and the detector 

detects the X-ray beam with equal sensitivity for all pixels. As expected, this is 

not possible to achieve practically because of [1]: 

 Stochastic nature of X-ray production and attenuation, introducing noise. 

 Sensitivity variation among detector pixels. 

 Electronic noise within the detector. 

 X-ray beam profile inhomogeneities. 

This chapter will first explain the production and detection of X-rays in order to 

acquire an X-ray image. It is followed by why the production and detection do 

not behave ideally and instead contains undesirable features, as mentioned in 

the list above. The last section will describe the method used during this thesis 

for how to correct for undesirable features in an X-ray image. 

2.1 Production of X-rays 
An X-ray tube is used to produce the desired  

X-rays. An electron beam inside the X-ray tube 

strikes a target, the anode, which starts to emit  

X-rays. The majority of produced X-rays is from 

attraction forces between the nucleuses of the 

anode’s atoms and the electrons, resulting in 

Bremsstrahlung radiation illustrated in figure 2.1. 

The resulting X-ray will have the energy that the 

electron lost in the interaction. Bremsstrahlung 

radiation can contain all energies up to the total 

kinetic energy of the electrons depending on how 

strong the attraction force was. The second, less 

common, interaction is when the electrons strike 

an electron bound to an atom and eject the bound 

electron from its shell. The empty electron spot will 

be filled by an electron from a higher shell. During 

this shell transition the electron will have to lose a 

specific energy which will be released as a photon, 

characteristic X-rays, illustrated in figure 2.1. 

Contrary to Bremsstrahlung radiation, 

characteristic X-rays will always have one specific 

energy which is dependent on the anode material. 

  

Figure 2.1 Top sketch: An 

electron interacts with the 

nucleus and lose a part of its 

kinetic energy. Bottom sketch: 

The lost shell electron is 

replaced with an electron from 

a higher shell, resulting in a 
release of energy. 
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Figure 2.2 shows typical X-ray spectrums which consists of bremsstrahlung 

radiation and characteristic X-rays [4], [5]. When operating an X-ray tube, the 

voltage setting determines the energy of the electrons while the current setting 

determines the amount of electrons which strike the anode.  

The X-ray intensity from an X-ray tube is approximately proportional to [6]: 

 The anode target atom number which determines the efficiency of 

produced Bremsstrahlung radiation. 

 The square of the applied voltage. 

 The applied current. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The area of the anode at which electrons strike is called the actual focal spot. 

The area from which the X-rays leave towards the detector is called the effective 

focal spot. The two focal spot areas are not equal as the anode is angled. The 

anode is angled in order for the produced X-rays to leave the anode towards the 

exit window and detector. This angle is called the target angle [6]. These 

concepts are illustrated in figure 2.3. The target angle has a large influence on 

the intensity variation in the produced X-ray beam and will be discussed further 

later in this chapter. 

2.2 Attenuation and detection of X-rays 
The X-ray beam can interact with any matter on the way to the detector 

resulting in absorbed and scattered photons. The three interaction processes 

which determines the X-ray attenuation through matter are the Photoelectric 

effect, Compton scattering and Rayleigh scattering. The total probability of all 

interactions will determine the amount of attenuated X-rays [4]. 

The remaining X-rays which were not attenuated will be picked up by a detector. 

The detector consist of pixels, where each will produce an electric signal that is 

proportional to the number of X-rays and their energy that struck it. The X-ray 

Figure 2.3 Incoming electrons hit the 

anode in an area called actual focal 

spot. Because of the target angle, the 

area emitting X-rays towards the 

detector is not identical and is called 
effective focal spot. 

Figure 2.2 X-ray fluence spectrums in 

relation to voltage settings, with the 

same current setting. The maximum 

energy of the curve is the voltage setting, 

energy of the electrons. Both the mean 

energy and amount of X-rays increase 

with increased tube voltage, with 

unchanged tube current [6]. 
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image will consist of pixels with a Digital Number (DN) which is determined by 

the strength of the electric signal. The range of digital numbers a pixel can be 

assigned is the dynamic range of the detector. It is desirable to have a linear 

detector response to X-ray energies meaning that if the incoming X-rays have 

twice as high energy, the resulting signal will be twice as high. Detectors can 

produce a certain amount of images per second, frames per second. One 

detector frame consists of signal gathering and extraction which produces one X-

ray image sent to a computer [1]. 

2.2.1 CMOS image sensor 
Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS) detectors consists of a 

scintillator and an electronic board. The scintillator is a crystal that absorbs the 

energy of incoming X-rays. The X-rays energy is reemitted as visible light, optical 

photons, in the scintillator as seen in figure 2.4. The optical photons can then be 

detected by the photodiodes on the electronic CMOS board [7]. 

To achieve good image quality, both high sensitivity and good linearity response 

is necessary from the scintillator to all X-ray energies used during X-ray imaging. 

However, there is a trade-off between high detector sensitivity and spatial 

resolution since high sensitivity requires a certain thickness of the scintillator in 

order to completely absorb all X-rays. A large scintillator thickness decreases the 

resolution since the produced optical photons emit in all directions and therefore 

can end up at a photodiode far away from the point of emission [8], [9]. An 

illustration of the optical photon spread in a scintillator is seen to the left in figure 

2.4. 

The sensitivity-spatial resolution trade-off can be by-passed by fabricating the 

scintillation material with a needle structure. This allows for thicker scintillator 

and at the same time low spread of the optical photons. The CMOS flat panel 

tested in this thesis have needle structured CsI(Tl) scintillator. Figure 2.4 

illustrates both types of scintillators [8], [9]. 

Figure 2.4 An X-ray is absorbed in the scintillator. Its energy is reemitted as large 

amounts of optical photons which are absorbed by the photodiodes. To the left, a 

monolithic scintillator emitting optical photons equally in all directions is shown. To the 

right, a scintillator with columnar, or needle, structure is shown which guides the emitted 

optical photons either up or down for increased system resolution [8]. 
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The electronic board has an array of CMOS 

photodiodes which form the detector’s pixel 

area. In simple terms, a semiconductor 

photodiode works as follows. In its ground 

state electrons are in the valence band and 

the conduction band is empty, with an 

energy gap in-between them. Carriers 

cannot pass the energy gap as they do not 

contain the energy required. Therefore, even 

if there is a voltage difference applied over 

the diode no current is measured. When a 

photon excites an electron to the conduction 

band both the electron in the conduction 

band and the resulting hole in the valence 

band start migrating to the opposite poles 

of the applied voltage and a current is 

measured. This process is illustrated in 

figure 2.5. The amount of current produced is proportional to the number of 

optical photons absorbed and the produced current will be stored in a capacitor. 

When it is time to extract the signal, the capacitors are emptied of their charge 

and the amount which was stored corresponds to the DN the individual pixel will 

have in the image. The capacitors have a maximum amount of charge it can hold 

which corresponds to the maximum DN in the detector’s dynamic range. A pixel 

is saturated when its capacitor is full of charge and any additional current from 

the photodiode is simply lost, which is the reason why detector saturation should 

always be avoided during X-ray examinations [9], [10]. 

2.3 Noise in X-ray images 
Noise is an undesirable variation within the system which directly affects the 

quality of the X-ray image and the resolution of the system. It has multiple 

sources, namely [11]: 

 Stochastic nature of X-ray production and interaction. 

 Scattered photons from Compton and Rayleigh scattering, as well as 

scattered optical photons in the scintillator. 

 Electronic noise in the detector. 

2.3.1 Stochastic nature of X-ray production and interaction 
The production and attenuation of X-rays is not entirely predictable as they are 

stochastic processes. It is impossible to predict the exact number of produced or 

attenuated X-rays in an experiment, but it is possible to characterise it with a 

mean and standard deviation. The Poisson distribution is a valid model for both 

the production and attenuation of X-rays. The Poisson distribution of a discrete 

random variable is given by equation 2.1. 𝑃(𝑥, 𝜆) is the probability that a 

discrete variable with mean λ will have the outcome x. 

𝑃(𝑥, 𝜆) =
𝑒−𝜆𝜆𝑥

𝑥!
         [Eq. 2.1] 

Figure 2.5 Illustration of electric current 

production in the photodiode. An optical 

photon contains enough energy to make 

an electron jump over the energy gap 

to the conduction band. [10] 
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An important property of the Poisson distribution is that its variance is equal to 

its mean, which implies that the standard deviation is  𝜎 = √𝜆. The noise in 

medical X-ray imaging is therefore often considered to be the standard deviation 

of the signal following the Poisson model [12]. 

The mean signal is however not known during X-ray imaging. Instead the mean 

signal, m, and the signal noise, σ, in an X-ray image is often calculated using 

equations 2.2 and 2.3 [13]. 

    𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙 = 𝑚 =
1

𝑁
∑ 𝑥𝑖

𝑁
𝑖=1            [Eq. 2.2] 

     𝑁𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒 = σ = √
1

𝑁−1
∑ (𝑥𝑖 − 𝑚)2𝑁

𝑖=1   [Eq. 2.3] 

N is the number of measurements and xi is individual measurement values. In 

medical imaging, the noise can either be calculated over the course of multiple 

images or from a single image. Measurements over multiple images opens up for 

noise measurements per pixel. If instead only one image is used the noise can be 

calculated from an area of multiple pixels. The second alternative is less accurate 

depending on how well the single image can be corrected from variations not 

caused by noise [13]. 

2.3.2 Dark current 
An ideal detector would produce zero signal, a totally black image, when no X-

ray radiation is present. This is not the case as it exists noise in detectors which 

is not a product of any radiation and is instead produced by the electronics [14].  

Noise within the electronics is an 

effect of dark current, which is 

leakage of current within the 

photodiodes. The desired 

photodiode signal is generated when 

an optical photon makes an electron 

jump from the valence band, over 

the gap, to the conduction band. 

However, when temperature is 

above 0 K, thermal energy will 

continuously cause some electrons 

to jump from the valence band to 

the conduction band and produce a 

signal, resulting in dark current. 

Dark current is constantly charging the 

capacitor of all pixels, at all times, and 

is unaffected by the incoming optical 

photons which produces the desired 

signal. This produces a static noise in 

the detector’s pixels. Figure 2.6 is a 

dark current image from the image system tested in this thesis. The stripes of 

the image are caused by small differences in signal amplification of each readout 

Figure 2.6 An image taken during no X-ray 

exposure. Ideally, the image should be 

completely black, but as it exist noise in 

the electronics the detector picks up a 

signal. The x- and y-axis are the pixel 

numbers. 
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channel, as they cannot be tuned perfectly [11], [14]. It can also be expected 

that some of the signal produced in a dark current image is from background 

radiation. 

Dark current is dependent on operation temperature and will change as detector 

temperature changes. It is therefore important to await temperature equilibrium 

within the detector before usage. All X-ray images are corrected for the dark 

current signal in order to remove the static noise. Dark current noise is best 

corrected for by obtaining the present level of dark current signal, a dark current 

image, before the intended examination. A dark current image is obtained by 

acquiring an image under no X-ray exposure, which also gives it the name empty 

image. The dark current signal in each pixel have a variation over time which 

makes it impossible to completely correct for it. It is desirable to have a detector 

with small dark current noise since it reduces the useable dynamic range of the 

detector [14]. 

2.4 X-ray image inhomogeneities 
Image inhomogeneities can be defined as 

intensity variations not caused by noise. There 

are multiple sources for inhomogeneities in an 

X-ray image and they can be summed up to [1]: 

 Intensity variations in the X-ray beam. 

 Source to detector distance variations. 

 Sensitivity variations among pixels.  

The anode angle causes a large intensity 

variation in the produced X-ray beam, called the 

heel effect. It is the effect of decreased  

X-ray intensity in parts of the produced beam 

that has travelled further within the anode 

before exiting the X-ray tube. This effect is only 

present in one direction of the X-ray beam. 

Figure 2.7 illustrates the intensity variation 

within the produced X-ray beam in the direction 

the heel effect is present. The reduced intensity 

will distinguish itself as an inhomogeneity in the 

X-ray image as areas of the detector will receive 

different X-ray intensity even when there is no 

object examined [6].  

Another cause of intensity inhomogeneity is due 

to variations in the source to detector distance. 

The fluence per unit area in the  

X-ray beam decreases as the beam travels 

further. The fact that it is a shorter distance from 

the focal spot to the middle of the detector 

compared to the edges of the detector results in 

smaller fluence per unit area at the edges.  

Figure 2.7 The red curve show 

the relative X-ray beam 

intensity in the direction of the 

heel effect. Given 100 % 

intensity in the centre, the 

beam area which has travelled 

through a larger part of the 

anode has less intensity, as can 

be seen to the left. At the same 

time, the part of the beam that 

has travelled shortest distance 

through the anode is to the 
right, with highest intensity.  
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Sensitivity variations in the detector’s pixels results in small differences in 

produced signal even when the pixels absorb an equal amount of optical photons. 

Sensitivity variations are due to deviations during pixel production and small 

differences in amplification gain between the pixels. The sensitivity difference can 

sometimes be so large that the pixel can be considered to be defect. Such 

individual pixels or clusters of pixels are best corrected for by storing information 

on their location and using neighbour averaging. This will remove information 

from the defect pixel and substitute it with the average of its neighbours [7]. 

An image of the produced X-ray beam is called a light field image and is used to 

correct for all inhomogeneities. When examining an object with an X-ray tube 

setting, the light field image for the same X-ray tube setting must be known in 

order to correct the object image from inhomogeneities. By evaluating the light 

image, measuring the intensity variations over the whole pixel area, the beam 

profile of the system is acquired which is a characterisation of the total effect of 

all inhomogeneities [7]. 

Figure 2.8 is a light field image acquired with the system tested in this thesis. It 

shows lighter and darker areas due to intensity inhomogeneities. A zoom in of an 

area in the image shows two effects. First, the small variation among pixels due 

to noise and sensitivity differences. Secondly, a defect pixel cluster, seen as 

black pixels, which have a greatly reduced sensitivity. 

 

 

Figure 2.8 A light field image which shows the intensity variations over 

the pixel area. Brighter areas receive higher intensity compared to the 

darker areas. The dark corners is an effect of the source to detector 

distance being longest at those areas. The zoom-in shows a defect 

pixel cluster which do not respond correctly to X-rays compared to its 

neighbours. The x- and y-axis are the pixel numbers 
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2.5 Detector lag 
Digital detectors may induce lag effects in the acquired images. Detector lag is 

defined as the fraction of the signal produced during frame x that is instead 

registered in following frames x+1 to x+N. This is due to signal trapping in the 

photodiodes. Some of the electrons that jump from the valence band to 

conduction band are trapped in the gap by material impurities and never reach 

the conduction band. These electrons are later released, reaching the conduction 

band, producing signal in the wrong frame [11]. 

The lag causes decreased temporal resolution and produces a temporal blur. 

During continuous irradiation of the detector, the lag builds up until an 

equilibrium is reached between the trapping of the signal and releasing of the 

signal. When the irradiation is stopped the signal should ideally drop down to the 

same level as before the exposure. Instead, a signal residue arises due to 

continuation of releasing trapped signal. Figure 2.9 is a plot from an experiment 

aimed to analyse the lag effect in an amorphous silicon detector. It shows how 

the signal rises during constant irradiation and how there is a signal residue 

when the irradiation stops [10], [15]. 

A practical example of the lag effect from the imaging system used in this thesis 

can be seen in figure 2.10. A metal object has blocked parts of the detector from 

heavy X-ray exposure. When the object is later removed, the signal residue is 

weaker in the detector area where the metal object previously attenuated large 

amounts of X-rays, resulting in less signal trapping in those pixels. This produces 

a shadow of the metal object, a temporal blur. 

 

Figure 2.9 Plot of the signal increase during exposure and the signal residue 

after exposure due to detector lag in an a-Si detector, Varian 4030CB [10]. 
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2.6 Image correction process 
An image correction process is necessary in order to obtain useful data from 

acquired X-ray images. Its purpose is to remove the dark current signal, 

compensate for the inhomogeneities and lastly remove pixels or pixel clusters 

that provide unusable data. 

The following series of steps is conducted to process a raw X-ray image into a 

fully corrected image and was the correction process used for the measurements 

obtained during this thesis. 

Remove the dark current signal 

Subtraction of the dark current image (𝐼𝐷𝐶) from the raw object image (𝐼𝑂) 

to obtain a dark current free object image (𝐼𝑂1
). An illustration of this is 

shown in figure 2.11. 

𝐼𝑂1
= 𝐼𝑂 − 𝐼𝐷𝐶 

The dark current image is an average of 10-20 images, acquired prior to 

the raw image. 

 

Figure 2.11 Removal of dark current signal from object image 

Figure 2.10 A metal object is irradiated for one minute, seen to the left. One 

minute after the exposure, another image is taken with the same X-ray tube 

setting, but without the metal object, seen to the right. The position of the 

metal object can easily be located from the previous exposure. The detector 

areas which was not behind the metal object received higher exposure and 

therefore contains a greater amount of signal residue compared to the other 

areas. The signal residue adds to the desired signal and the resulting effect is a 

shadow where there is less signal residue. 
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Intensity inhomogeneity correction 

Subtraction of the dark current image (𝐼𝐷𝐶) from the uncorrected light field 

image (𝐼𝐿𝐹𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟
) to obtain the light field image (𝐼𝐿𝐹).  

𝐼𝐿𝐹 = 𝐼𝐿𝐹𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟
− 𝐼𝐷𝐶 

The uncorrected light field image is an average of 10-20 images. 

 

Next, remove areas that are non-active (due to complete absence of 

scintillator from detector production). This is done identically for both the 

light field image (𝐼𝐿𝐹) and dark current free object image (𝐼𝑂1
). Next, a ratio 

image (𝐼𝑅) of the light field image is obtained which provides a ratio for all 

pixels in relation to the average signal of the light field image (𝐶). The 

ratio image provides a fraction for every pixel which when multiplied with 

obtains the value of the average signal. 

𝐼𝑅 =
C

𝐼𝐿𝐹
 

Multiplying the dark current free object image (𝐼𝑂1
) with the ratio image 

(𝐼𝑅) gives a light field and dark current corrected object image (𝐼𝑂𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟
). An 

illustration of this is shown in figure 2.12. 

𝐼𝑂𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟
= 𝐼𝑂𝐼𝑅 

 

 

Figure 2.12 Light field correction on the dark current free object image  

Correct abnormal pixel deviation 

A last step is conducted in order to compensate for pixels that behave 

abnormally compared to their neighbouring pixels and therefore are 

considered defect. These areas of either single pixels or cluster of pixels 

have significantly higher or lower sensitivity compared to their 

neighbouring pixels.  To correct these deviations their locations are found 

in the light field image (𝐼𝐿𝐹) and saved. When the corrected image (𝐼𝑂𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟
) is 

obtained, the locations found earlier are used to remove these pixels and 

replace their values with the average value of neighbouring pixels, 

referred to as neighbour averaging. 

It should be noted that these defect pixels are already corrected for by the use of 

the ratio image (𝐼𝑅). However, the fraction that is used to correct these areas is 

sometimes so large that it introduces new errors since the noise is also enhanced 

by the same factor. The effect of this could be strong enough to show itself as a 

false visual entity in the corrected object image (𝐼𝑂𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟
), misleading the viewer to 

believe that something exists there. The likelihood of this is lower with neighbour 

averaging. 
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3. Image quality 
Image quality of medical images is a measure of how well the image can 

represent the structure and features of the examined object. Different methods 

exist on how to determine image quality using globally recognised standards. 

One of the most frequently used is the Modular Transfer Function (MTF) to 

determine the spatial resolution of the imaging system. It characterises how high 

contrast is achieved based on the feature size responsible for the contrast 

difference [16]. This chapter will clarify the influencing factors on spatial 

resolution, what it represents and how it is measured. 

3.1 Contrast 
Contrast is the difference in brightness between two adjacent regions of interest 

in an image. The level of contrast determines how well an object can be 

distinguished from its surroundings. Radiographic contrast is the initial contrast 

that arises from X-ray fluence differences in the X-ray beam after it has 

transmitted through the object. A measure of radiographic contrast is given by 

equation 3.1, 

                     𝐶(𝜙) =
𝜙𝐴−𝜙𝐵

𝜙𝐵
             [Eq. 3.1] 

where 𝜙𝐴 is the fluence at the detector in area A and 𝜙𝐵 is the fluence of the 

adjacent background area B [16], [17]. 

Contrast is not determined solely by radiographic contrast. Detector contrast is 

the ability of the detector to convert the difference in incoming X-ray fluence to a 

difference in detector signal. This conversion can result in either better or worse 

contrast depending on the detector. A linear response over the range of all X-ray 

intensities is generally desired as it will preserve the radiographic contrast 

independently of X-ray intensity level [16], [17]. 

Lastly, display contrast is the ability of the display window to display the data 

acquired from the detector. Detectors usually have a dynamic range of ten to 

twelve bits while most display windows only have eight bits. To avoid this 

problem, most X-ray images are displayed with only a portion of the dynamic 

range its data contains. This enhances the contrast within the selected portion 

for the viewer, called window levelling, and enables the viewer to see more 

details in areas of low contrast differences [16]. 

System noise have a direct constraining effect on the achievable level of 

contrast. A low system noise is required if visual contrast differences is to be 

possible between areas with only slight difference in X-ray fluence. The signals 

will otherwise be cluttered with noise stronger than the contrast difference [16]. 

Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) relates the image noise to the signal that is of 

interest in the image, equation 3.2, and is used to obtain a measure on the 

noise’s relative strength [13].  

𝑆𝑁𝑅 =
𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑔ℎ𝑡

𝑁𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒
  [Eq. 3.2] 
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3.2 Spatial resolution 
Spatial resolution of a medical imaging 

system is its ability to distinguish a feature 

from its surroundings. It is often defined as 

the smallest possible feature that can be 

seen, the limiting spatial resolution. 

Multiple factors have influence on the 

spatial resolution, see figure 3.1, with 

major contributions from [1]: 

 Effective focal spot size 

 Detector pixel size 

 Scattering of optical photons 

 SNR 

To evaluate a system’s limits of resolution 

the Point Spread Function (PSF) is used. 

The PSF is the detector’s  

2-dimensional signal response to an 

infinitely sharp impulse, a point source. The 

PSF contains all information regarding the 

spatial resolution of an imaging system. 

Figure 3.2 illustrates a point source and the 

response to it, the PSF [10], [16]. 

 

Figure 3.2 Illustration of a detectors response to a point source. The detecting elements 

in y-and x-direction around the point source pick up a fraction of the incoming signal 

dependent on their distance from it. The resulting PSF is a blur of the point source in the 

detector. Better spatial resolution is achieved by less blurring, i.e. a taller and less wide 

PSF.    

  

Figure 3.1 Illustration of spatial resolution 

factors. The focal spot size induce blurring of 

the object at the detector. The produced 

optical photons spread down to the 

photodiodes in a larger area than the area in 
which the X-rays entered the scintillator. 
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Producing an extremely small point source is often practically impossible as it 

needs to be many times smaller than the pixel size. The PSF is therefore derived 

from other measurements. The Line Spread Function (LSF) is the detectors 1-

dimensional response to a line source. This can be achieved by having a slit 

opening in a highly attenuating object. The profile of the detectors response to 

the line represents a 1-dimensional response to a point source, which is the 

profile of the PSF. The LSF is illustrated to the left in figure 3.3. The LSF is 

practically easier to achieve than the PSF but it still requires the slit opening to 

be in the size of the point source diameter, which can be difficult to achieve [16], 

[18].  

Another way of obtaining the PSF is through measurement of the Edge Spread 

Function (ESF). The ESF is the system’s 1-dimensional response to a sharp edge, 

seen to the right in figure 3.3. This is practically easy to obtain and both the LSF 

and the PSF can be derived from the ESF. The relationship between the three is 

described by equations 3.3 and 3.4, where x and y are detector pixel position 

[16], [18]. 

              𝐿𝑆𝐹(𝑥) =
𝑑(𝐸𝑆𝐹(𝑥))

𝑑𝑥
               [Eq. 3.3] 

      𝐿𝑆𝐹(𝑥) = ∫ 𝑃𝑆𝐹(𝑥, 𝑦)𝑑𝑦
∞

𝑦=−∞
    [Eq. 3.4] 

It should be noted that the ESF or LSF only can represent one dimension of the 

PSF. To make the assumption that the 1-dimensional PSF can represent the  

2-dimenstional PSF, it is required that the PSF of the system is symmetric. In the 

case of asymmetric PSF, the ESF or LSF measurements are only valid in the 

direction the measurement was made. An asymmetric PSF occur mostly in the 

case when the pixels have different length in x- and y-direction. Figure 3.3 is an 

illustration of how the LSF and ESF are acquired and detector response over  

1-dimension during the measurement [16], [18].  

 
 

Figure 3.3 Illustration of a LSF measurement to the left and an ESF measurement to 

the right. The plotted data is the detector’s profile response along the dotted line. 
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The full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) of the PSF can be used to determine the 

system’s spatial resolution limit. However, it is often of interest to characterise 

the system’s spatial resolution over a range of object dimensions and not only at 

the smallest object dimension that can be detected. This characterisation is best 

done with the Modular Transfer Function (MTF) which is the frequency response 

of the 1-dimensional PSF. The MTF contains information on how strongly each 

spatial frequency is represented in the PSF. The MTF therefore represents the 

system’s resulting image contrast as a function of spatial frequencies [16], [18]. 

Figure 3.4 illustrates the relationship between spatial frequency, resulting signal 

response and MTF. 

 

Figure 3.4 Illustration of the relationship between spatial frequency, detector response 

and modular transfer function. As spatial frequency decreases, the detector has more 

difficulty to distinguish the intensity between high and low intensity areas which results 

in less contrast. The modular transfer function provides information on how strong the 

contrast will be at the different spatial frequencies. 

An issue with measuring the MTF from the system’s PSF is that detectors do not 

respond to a sharp impulse uniformly over the pixel area. This is because hitting 

the middle of a pixel or between two pixels with a point source will give slightly 

different response in the PSF. This is a violation to the theory behind the MTF as 

it should not be location dependent. To handle this matter the presampled MTF 

(pMTF) is introduced. The pMTF is unaffected by the sampling process as it is 

derived from either an oversampled LSF or oversampled ESF. An oversampled 

ESF (or LSF) contains information on sub pixel level which means that it has a 

higher sampling pitch than pixel pitch. To explain, if the detector can produce 10 
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values in 10 mm (1 mm pixel pitch), an oversampled ESF from the same 

detector could have 50 values in 10 mm. Different methods have been developed 

to measure the pMTF and one is described in section 5.6 which has been used in 

this thesis. The limiting spatial resolution of medical imaging system is often 

determined by the spatial frequency at 10 % MTF. It is possible to detect object 

structures of spatial frequencies lower than 10 % MTF but it might require 

favourable circumstances in terms of contrast and noise [16], [18]. 
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4. Experimental equipment and setup 
The micro-CT system equipment was tested as a radiographic imaging system 

where 2-dimensional X-ray images were acquired. 

4.1 X-ray source 
The X-ray tube unit used was the 90 kV pulse microfocus X-ray source  

L10951-04 manufactured by Hamamatsu. Table 4.1 contains the X-ray tube 

specifications. 

X-ray tube voltage setting range 0 to 90 kV 

X-ray tube current setting range 
0 to 800 µA (further limited at higher 

voltage settings, see figure 4.1) 

Operation Continuous or pulsed 

Focal spot size (effective) 
20 µm (at 6 W) to 130 µm (at 50 W), see 

figure 4.2 

Maximum X-ray emission angle Approximately 62 degrees 

X-ray output window material  Beryllium (thickness: 500 µm) 

Table 4.1 Specifications of microfocus X-ray source L10951-04. 

 

  

Figure 4.1 Tube current setting range. Figure 4.2 Resulting focal spot size at 
different tube outputs. 
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4.2 Detector and data handler 
The X-ray detector used was the CMOS flat panel sensor C7942CA-22 

manufactured by Hamamatsu, seen in figure 4.3. Table 4.2 contains the detector 

specifications.  

Pixel size 50 µm x 50 µm 

Photodiode area 120 x 120 mm 

Number of pixels 2400 x 2400 

Scintillator CsI(Tl), needle structure 

Frame rate (single operation) 2 frames/s 

Frame rate (2 x 2 binning) 4 frames/s (Pixels down to 1200 x 1200) 

Frame rate (4 x 4 binning) 9 frames/s (Pixels down to 600 x 600) 

Top cover (filtration) 1.0 mm aluminium 

Table 4.2 Specifications of CMOS flat panel C7942CA-22. 

Pixel binning is to combine multiple pixels into one by adding their signal. 

Operating in binning mode gives the advantage of faster frame rate. Binning 

mode was not used during this thesis as faster frame rate was not considered 

necessary. If any binning was desired it could be done manually in the data 

processing. 

 

 

The detector image data was handled by the frame grabber card PIXCI D2X 

manufactured by EPIX. The frame grabber was mounted on a PCM-9562 

computer manufactured by Advantech, seen in figure 4.4. 

  

Figure 4.3 Picture of CMOS flat panel. 

Directions referred to in the method or 

results section are according to the 
displayed directions.   

Figure 4.4 Picture of the computer and frame 

grabber card which processed data acquired 
from the CMOS flat panel.  
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4.3 System setup 
The setup shown in figure 4.5 was used for all measurements reported in this 

thesis. The X-ray tube was positioned 342 mm (distance D in figure 4.5) from 

the surface of the detector. The X-ray tube’s focal spot position was aligned with 

the centre of detector’s pixel area. A schematic overview of the equipment and 

connections is illustrated in figure 4.6. 

 

Figure 4.5 Picture of the experimental setup. 

 

Figure 4.6 Schematic of the different parts and connections used during image 

acquisition. 
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5. Methods and measurements 
Characterisation and performance test of the micro-CT system’s X-ray tube and 

detector was conducted during this thesis using the following methods described 

in this chapter.  

All data analysis was made on 2-dimensional X-ray images under the following 

conditions: 

 2 frames per second 

 No binning 

 2400 x 2400 pixels 

 Dynamic range of 0-4095 [DN] 

 Detector warm up for at least 4 hours (except for dark current 

experiment) 

Three types of images were acquired: 

Type of image Detector X-ray source Object 

Empty image 

Image of the dark current signal 
ON OFF No object 

Light field image 
Image of the X-ray beam 

ON ON No object 

Object image 
Image of the examined object 

ON ON Object present 

 

All data analysis was made using custom software, unless otherwise stated, 

written in MATLAB version 8.1 (The MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA). 

5.1 Dark current 
To observe the warm-up sequence and stabilisation of the dark current signal, 

empty images were acquired for 12 hours and 10 minutes. The detector was 

turned on at 0 minutes after 24 hours shut down and 50 images were acquired 

every 15.5 minutes for 48 cycles, as illustrated in figure 5.1.  

 

For each cycle of 50 images, all pixel’s average signal over the 50 images was 

calculated to obtain an averaged dark current image per cycle. To obtain a single 

value of the dark current per cycle, the average of all pixel’s average in one cycle 

was calculated. Every pixel’s standard deviation was calculated during all cycles 

to obtain a measure on the dark current signal variation. 

Figure 5.1 Timeline of the dark current experiment. At the green line, acquisition of 50 

images starts and ends at the red line after 0.5 minutes. One cycle takes 15.5 minutes, 0.5 

minutes image acquisition and 15 minutes wait time. 
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MATLAB script used for dark current data analysis can be found in Appendix A, 

A4. 

5.2 Beam profile 
A characterisation of the beam profile was made using 20 light field images 

acquired under two different X-ray tube settings, 70 kV 100 µA and 70 kV 300 

µA. All images were corrected for dark current and abnormal pixel deviations. An 

averaged image for each setting was obtained by calculating each pixel’s average 

over the 20 images. All averaged images were binned to form 40 x 40 pixel 

images. 

MATLAB script used for beam profile data analysis can be found in Appendix A, 

A5. 

5.3 Detector response 
The detector’s response to X-ray exposure was tested under settings according 

to table 5.1. The current settings at each voltage setting was chosen accordingly 

to the detector’s dynamic range, testing as much as possible of the detector’s 

dynamic range but avoiding saturation. 10 images were acquired per current 

setting. All images were dark current corrected. The results of each voltage 

setting was fitted to a least square linear fit to measure the linearity of the 

detector’s response. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The pixels’ signal variation during exposure was tested for two different X-ray 

tube settings, 70 kV 100 µA and 70 kV 300 µA, using the same data as in section 

5.2, Beam profile. Each pixel’s value from all 20 images was compared to its 

average value over the 20 images. The standard deviation of this measurement 

was calculated to obtain a measure of the image noise.  

MATLAB script used for detector response data analysis can be found in Appendix 

A, A2 and A5. 

5.4 Abnormal pixel deviation 
Abnormal pixel deviations was searched for in 10 images from three different 

settings: empty image, light field image of 70 kV 100 µA and 70 kV 300 µA. Each 

image was divided into areas of 20 × 20 pixels. For each area, the average pixel 

value was calculated. If any pixel within the area deviated from the area average 

by more than a predefined threshold, the pixel was considered abnormal. Each 

Voltage setting 

[keV] 

Current setting [µA] 

    Start             End         Current step 

45 80 800 80 

55 60 600 60 

65 50 500 50 

75 30 300 30 

85 20 200 20 

Table 5.1 Voltage and current settings for each measurement 

during the detector response experiment. 
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type of image was searched two times with different thresholds, shown in table 

5.2. 

Image type 
Threshold: Deviation 

from area average 

Empty image 30 % and 65 % 

70 kV 100 µA 10 % and 50 % 

70 kV 300 µA 10 % and 20 % 

 

To evaluate both the number of abnormal pixels and their location over multiple 

images, abnormal pixel locations in image one were compared to abnormal pixel 

locations found in the other nine images. Abnormal pixel locations that were 

found to be static over all ten images were also compared over the different 

image types. This was done to evaluate if the locations are static over different 

X-ray exposures. 

MATLAB script used for abnormal pixel deviation data analysis can be found in 

Appendix A, A3 and A6.  

5.5 Detector lag 
This experiment was conducted to test the rise of signal level during exposure 

and the strength of the residual signal after exposure. The lag effect of the 

detector was tested over 28 minutes. The detector was exposed to 70 kV 300 µA 

for 10 minutes leaving the X-ray tube off during the other time intervals. The 

image acquire sequence can be seen in figure 5.2. One image was acquired 

every 10 seconds. 

 

Figure 5.2 Timeline and type of image acquired during the detector lag experiment 

An L-shaped object, seen in figure 5.3, with three 

different levels of attenuation was used to form four 

areas on the detector that were exposed to different 

amounts of X-ray intensity. All images were corrected 

for dark current using the images taken during the 

time interval 0 to 1 minute. Each area was analysed 

using a region of interest of 500 x 500 pixels.  

MATLAB script used for detector lag data analysis can 

be found in Appendix A, A7.  

 

  

Figure 5.3 Illustration of the 

L-shaped object which was 

used to obtain four different X-

ray intensities at the detector. 

Table 5.2 Thresholds used for 
each type of image. 
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5.6 Spatial resolution 
Two different methods were used to measure the spatial resolution of the 

system. The first method, based on previous work by Staude and Goebbels [19], 

consisted of using a lead grid with multiple patterns of different line pairs per 

millimetres [lp/mm]. The second method was a measurement of the systems 

pMTF using a combination of the slanted edge technique reported by Buhr et al. 

[20] and ASTM standard E1695-95 [21]. Both methods determine the spatial 

resolution in terms of contrast factor as a function of spatial frequency. Data 

analysis was performed on single images and all images were dark current and 

light field corrected. 

5.6.1 Grid 

A 0.05 mm thin lead grid was used to measure the spatial resolution for two 

different X-ray tube settings, 70 kV 100 µA and 70 kV 300 µA. The grid had 

increasing spatial frequency areas from 0.6 to 5 lp/mm, where 1 to 5 lp/mm was 

used in the data analysis.  

Each spatial frequency was analysed using the average of 100 profile lines 

through one line pair. The contrast factor, 𝐶(𝑓), was determined by the difference 

between the maximum signal, 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑓), and minimum signal, 𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑓), at each spatial 

frequency. It was normalised using the difference between the average 

background signal, 𝑆𝐵, and the average object signal, 𝑆𝑂 , since 𝑆𝐵 − 𝑆𝑂 is the 

maximum achievable contrast. The contrast factor, given by equation 5.1, is a 

measurement which can be related to the system’s MTF. 

  𝐶(𝑓) =
𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑓)−𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑓)

𝑆𝐵−𝑆𝑂
           [Eq. 5.1] 

Figure 5.4 is an X-ray image taken on the grid which shows its different spatial 

frequency areas. Figure 5.5 is a plot of the profile through the grid’s left side, 

one column, and demonstrates where the different signals were acquired from.  

MATLAB script used for grid data analysis can be found in Appendix A, A8.  

 

 

  

Figure 5.4 Image of the grid used 
during the grid experiment. 

Figure 5.5 Profile plot of the detector 

signal during grid experiment. The 

signals used during the data analysis 

are shown. 
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5.6.2 Slanted edge technique 

The slanted edge technique measure the system’s pMTF using an object with a 

sharp straight edge seen in figure 5.6. The object’s edge is slightly tilted relative 

to the direction of the detector’s pixel rows or columns. This results in an edge 

which only occupies fractions of each pixel it is situated above. This is illustrated 

in figure 5.7. The pMTF was obtained through analysis of how the detector signal 

drops from background signal level to object signal level at the edge. 

 

 

  

Two objects were used in the experiment: 

 0.7 mm thick rectangular steel plate. 

 20 mm thick rectangular polyethylene piece. 

Both objects are shown in figure 5.8. The polyethylene was used as a soft tissue 

equivalent phantom as a representation of the small animals that will later be 

examined with the system. The steel plate was used to favour the outcome of 

the pMTF as it achieves high contrast between object and background and also 

low level of scattered X-rays. The objects were placed 0 mm from the detector 

by placing them on the detector’s cover sheet with its edge centred in x-

direction. A distance test was also conducted with the polyethylene piece where 

it was placed 170 mm from the detector and compared with 0 mm. 

Figure 5.7 Illustration of the edge 

occupying fractions of each pixels it is 

situated above. The distance measurement 
taken per pixel is shown by the red arrow. 

Figure 5.6 Image of an edge which was 

used during the pMTF measurements. 
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Figure 5.8 Picture of the polyethylene object, 20 mm thick, and steel object, 0.7 mm 

thick, which were used in the slanted edge experiment. 
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The pMTF was obtained through the three following steps: 

Oversampled ESF 

A region of interest was chosen for data analysis containing a large portion of the 

edge together with the object and background. The oversampled ESF consisted 

of the pixels’ distance to the edge together with their signal strength, illustrated 

by the red arrow in figure 5.7. It is considered oversampled since it contains a 

higher sampling pitch than the pixel pitch, where all data points are represented 

by multiple pixel values. 

The edge was located in the image by first finding the pixel of each pixel line 

through the edge that had the value closest to half the difference between the 

background and object signal. The edge location was determined through a least 

square linear fit calculation of the found pixel locations. With the location of the 

edge, the distance of each pixel of each row was calculated and saved together 

with its signal strength. The oversampled ESF was obtained by sorting the pixels 

by their distance to the edge. A plot of an ESF from the experiment can be seen 

in figure 5.9. 

Smoothing of ESF 

The oversampled ESF was binned to obtain an average signal level for a specific 

distance interval. The bin size used was 0.015 of the pixel pitch resulting in 0.75 

µm intervals following ASTM standard recommendation. The binned data was 

smoothed using a piece-wise least-squares cubic fit. The smoothing was 

accomplished with an odd number of distance values, where the centre value 

predicted by the fit replaced the old value. Following recommendation, 81 points 

were used for the fit, iterating through all data. A plot of a binned and smoothed 

ESF from the experiment can be seen in figure 5.10. 

 

  

Figure 5.9 Plot of an oversampled ESF. The 

edge is located at the drop in signal. Both 

sides contains a lot of variation in signal 
level. 

Figure 5.10 Plot of a binned and smoothed 

ESF. The signal variation has been 

averaged using bins and a cubic 
polynomial fit.  
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PSF and MTF 

The PSF was obtained by differentiating the binned and smoothed ESF using an 

identical piece-wise least-squares cubic fit again. This time the derivative of the 

fit curve’s centre was calculated and saved as a function of distance from the 

edge. Iterating through all the data resulted in the PSF which is normalised to 

unity. The fast Fourier transform of the normalised PSF was calculated to obtain 

the pMTF, normalised to unity at 0 spatial frequency. The pMTF data was 

smoothed using a least square second degree polynomial. A plot of a PSF from 

the experiment can be seen in figure 5.11. 

 
Figure 5.11 Plot of a 1-dimensional PSF obtained from the derivative of an ESF. The 

distance demonstrated by the red line at 0.5 normalised derivative is the FWHM. 

 
MATLAB script used for slanted edge technique data analysis can be found in 

Appendix A, A9 and A10.  
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6. Results and analysis 
6.1 Dark current 
Figure 6.1 is an image of the dark 

current signal at temperature 

equilibrium within the detector. It is 

characterised by stripes which is the 

effect of a slight different mean 

signal between portions of the 

detector’s rows. The signal strength 

average of the dark current during 

operation condition is close to 76 

DN.  

The dark current signal change and 

standard deviation change during 

warm-up of the detector is presented in 

figure 6.2. The average signal rises 

rapidly during the first two hours of 

warm-up and levels out after ten hours 

of warm-up. Stabilisation of the dark current signal means that the detector has 

reached temperature equilibrium. The standard deviation follows a similar, but 

instead decreasing, curve as the average pixel value. The pixel standard 

deviation do not change significantly during the warm-up, 3.87 to 3.64 DN. 

  

Graph x – Dark current drift due to 

temperature change in the detector 

Figure 6.1 Dark current signal in an 

empty image taken after several hours of 
warm-up. 

Figure 6.2 Left y-axis: Average signal value of the dark current signal during warm-up.  
Right y-axis: Average pixel standard deviation of pixels during warm-up. 
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Dark current analysis 

The average level of static noise signal in the detector is small compared to the 

full dynamic range of the detector. The pixel standard deviation does not change 

significantly during the warm-up and does not change at all after 3 hours. It is 

therefore not an issue to use the detector before temperature equilibrium is 

reached as long as new empty images are taken within reasonable time 

intervals. However, temperature changes in the proximity of the detector could 

change the average dark current signal and new empty images should always be 

acquired before measurements. 

6.2 Beam profile 
Figure 6.3 is a light field image presenting the appearance of the beam profile. 

The top and right side have black areas, non-active areas, that are unaffected by 

incoming X-rays due to absence of scintillator. These areas are always excluded 

from acquired images as they contain no useful data. The intensity 

inhomogeneity of the light image can clearly be seen as darker areas correspond 

to less amount of signal intensity. Artefacts resembling brush-marks can be seen 

to the right and top left in figure 6.3, marked with red circles. These marks are 

probably due to minor imperfections in the optical coupling between the 

scintillator and CMOS board. 

  
Figure 6.3 Light field image showing the non-active pixel areas at the top 

and to the right. Areas containing artefacts are shown within the circles. 
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Figure 6.4 is the beam profile of X-ray tube setting 70 kV and 300 µA in both X- 

and Y-direction. The maximum signal difference is within the interval 0.93 – 1.03 

of the average signal level. X-direction show the expected intensity fall – top – 

fall along its axis as a result of the source to detector distance difference.  

Y-direction show another profile where the signal rises high between points 0 to 

20 and then drops low between points 20 to 40. This shows that the heel effect is 

situated in Y-direction. An intensity drop in the middle can also be seen. 

A comparison between data forming beam profiles from X-ray tube setting 70 kV 

300 µA and 70 kV 100 µA can be seen in figure 6.5. While no significant change 

occurs in X-direction between the two settings, Y-direction shows a larger 

difference. The high intensity area has been weakened and the low intensity area 

has been strengthened after increasing the current setting. This indicates that 

the heel effect is weaker for higher current settings and contributes less to 

inhomogeneities, though the difference is at most less than 0.6 %. 

Figure 6.4. 20 light field images were averaged to obtain the beam profile at 70 kV 
300µA. Each square of the shape represents the average of 56 x 56 pixels. 
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Beam profile analysis 

A light field correction for the beam profile presented in figure 6.4 would require 

a maximum correction factor of 1.08 for the areas with 0.93 average signal 

strength. This also enhances the noise by the same amount. Following the 

Poisson model, if a signal with mean, 𝜆, 3000 [DN] is measured, its noise, √𝜆, 

would be roughly 55. A correction factor of 1.08 would increase this noise to 60 

[DN], which is not a significant amount. Therefore, the difference in intensity 

along x- and y-direction is acceptable and within reasonable levels to correct for 

using light field correction. 

The intensity drop in the centre of the beam profile is probably due to electron 

beam focusing using a focusing cup inside the X-ray tube. Electron beam 

focusing can cause electrons to strike the anode with different intensities over 

the actual focal spot, thereby causing additional inhomogeneities in the produced 

X-ray beam [6].   

Figure 6.5. Comparison of beam profiles where 70 kV 300 µA has been compared to 
70 kV 100 µA 
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6.3 Detector response 
Figure 6.6 presents the detector’s signal response as a function of output power 

of the X-ray tube. All five voltage settings proved to have a good linear response 

with a correlation coefficient of 1.00. A comparison between the curves show 

that a higher voltage setting corresponds to a higher detector signal for the same 

power output. Table 6.1 presents the least square linear regression curves for 

the obtained data. 

 

Figure 6.6 Detector response in relation to X-ray tube output power for different voltage 

settings. R is the correlation coefficient of the linear regression curve for each fit. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tube 

voltage 

Detector response 

[DN] per tube 

power P [W] 

Correlation 

coefficient of 

linear fit 

45 kV 70P – 41 1.00 

55 kV 110P – 40 1.00 

65 kV 148P – 35 1.00 

75 kV 184P – 36 1.00 

85 kV 219P – 37 1.00 

Table 6.1 Results of a least square linear fit to the data 

presented in figure 6.6 with related correlation coefficient. 
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Figures 6.7 and 6.8 are histograms of pixel value variation over 20 subsequent 

light field images. Each pixel’s signal has been compared to itself over the 20 

images. Figure 6.7 shows the ratio of pixels as a function of their deviation from 

the pixel’s average in DN with binning intervals of 1 DN. Figure 6.8 contains the 

same data but shows the pixels relative deviation from their average with 0.001 

binning intervals.  

X-ray tube 

setting 

Average standard 

deviation [DN] 

Average standard 

deviation  

[relative to average] 

70 kV  

100 µA 
14 1.3 % 

70 kV  

300 µA 
23 0.7 % 

Table 6.2 Numerical data on pixel signal standard deviation 

during the two X-ray tube settings in the detector response 

experiment. 

Table 6.2 presents numerical data from figures 6.7 and 6.8 on the standard 

deviation, representing the image noise. A higher current setting increased the 

standard deviation of the pixels’ values. The pixels’ standard deviation compared 

to the pixels’ average value does however decrease as the current setting was 

increased, which can also be observed in figure 6.8.  

Detector response analysis 

An increase in voltage for the same tube output power resulted in stronger 

detector response, as expected. This is due to the increased mean energy of 

each X-ray which is absorbed by the scintillator, producing more optical photons. 

The slope of the response curves also increased as the mean energy of the X-

rays increased. The reason for this is the X-ray quanta, number of X-rays, which 

increases almost quadratic with increased tube voltage. As higher tube voltage is 

used the electrons will not only produce higher mean energy X-ray photons but 

also a greater number of them [6]. 

Figure 6.7 Pixels’ deviation from their 

average value in digital numbers. 

Figure 6.8 Pixels’ deviation relative to 

their average value. 
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Beam filtration also has an effect since as mean energy of the X-ray beam 

increases, less X-rays will be attenuated in any filtration on the way to the 

scintillator. The only filtration during the experiments was a 1 mm aluminium 

cover sheet on the flat panel, which will attenuate more of the X-rays if the mean 

energy is lower.  

The increase of pixel signal variation with increased tube output corresponds to 

the physics behind X-ray production in the target anode. The production of X-

rays follows a Poisson distribution were the expected value λ, the average, is 

also its variance. Higher X-ray beam intensities also lead to a decrease in pixel 

standard deviation relative to pixels’ average value. 

√𝜆1

𝜆1
<

√𝜆2

𝜆2
 , if λ1 > λ2. 

Additional contribution to pixel signal variation comes from the dark current 

signal variation. The influence of dark current signal variation is greater during 

low tube output as it is not affected by incoming X-rays.  

6.4 Abnormal pixel deviation 
Figure 6.9 shows marked pixels in a light field image that deviate strongly from 

the average signal in its proximity. They are therefore considered defect. Two 

defect columns of the detector can be seen in figure 6.10, column 1 and 8.  

    

 

Table 6.3 presents the amount of defect pixels and their location over 

subsequent images. The number of identical locations over the 10 images is 

compared with the maximum number of defect pixels found within 1 of the 10 

images. 

Table 6.4 presents found identical locations over the ten images for an image 

type compared to the identical locations over ten images for another image type. 

  

Figure 6.9 Marked abnormal pixel 

deviation in a light field image 

Figure 6.10 Defect pixel columns in a 

light field image. 
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Abnormal pixel deviation analysis 

The locations of the defect pixels showed a sufficient stability over subsequent 

images for it to be possible to correct them using neighbour averaging on 

predefined locations. Defect pixels in empty images seem to perform better in 

light images as more than 50 % of the defect pixels in the empty images did not 

show up as a defect pixel in the light images. 

As all images contain identical non-active pixels areas as well as two defect lines 

in column 1 and 8, image cropping should be used to remove these areas from 

all images. All images should be cropped from 2400 x 2400 pixel images to 2240 

x 2330, removing rows 1 through 159, columns 1 through 10 and columns 2341 

through 2400. 

6.5 Detector lag 
Figure 6.11 presents the average detector signal of the unattenuated area during 

the detector lag experiment. Table 6.5 presents the data from the four detector 

areas which were exposed with different X-ray intensities. The signal increase 

during continuous exposure is larger for higher X-ray intensities. The signal 

residue after exposure is identical between the areas relative to the average 

signal of the last frame of exposure. The time it takes for the signal residue to 

vanish was observed to be proportional to the strength of previous exposure and 

therefore is the longest for the unattenuated area. 

Type of image, 

deviation 

threshold 

No. of identical 

locations, max no. 

of defect pixels 

Empty image, 

30 % (≈23 DN) 

79, 144  

(≈ 55 % identical) 

Empty image, 

65 % (≈50 DN) 

47, 48  

(≈ 98 % identical) 

70 kV 100 µA, 

10 % (≈110 DN) 

54, 68  

(≈ 79 % identical) 

70 kV 100 µA, 

50 % (≈660 DN) 

2, 2  

(100 % identical) 

70 kV 300 µA, 

10 % (≈340 DN) 

57, 68  

(≈ 84 % identical) 

70 kV 300 µA, 

20 % (≈680 DN) 

15, 16  

(≈ 94 % identical) 

X-ray setting 

comparison, 

deviation threshold 

No. of identical 

locations (of 

max. possible) 

Empty image 65 % 

Empty image 30 % 
60, (60) 

Dark current 30 % 

70 kV 100 µA 10 % 
29, (79) 

70 kV 100 µA 10 % 

70 kV 300 µA 10 % 
63, (64) 

70 kV 100 µA 50 % 

70 kV 300 µA 20 % 
3, (9) 

Table 6.3 Comparison of defect pixel 

locations between subsequent images 

Table 6.4 Comparison of defect pixel 

locations over different X-ray settings and 

thresholds 
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Figure 6.11 Average detector signal during the detector lag experiment in the area where 

there was no attenuation (0 %) of the X-rays. 

 

Amount of 

attenuation of X-

rays 

Signal increase 

over 10 minutes 

Signal residue 

after 

10 seconds 

Time until reached 

 < 1 DN of initial 

detector state 

0 % 3.55 % 0.30 %, 11 DN 4.05 minutes 

35 % 2.94 % 0.31 %, 7 DN 3.17 minutes 

52 % 2.75 % 0.31 %, 5 DN 2.65 minutes 

≈100 % None 0 %, 0 DN First frame 

Figure 6.12 and 6.13 are empty images taken before and after the exposure in 

this experiment. Figure 6.13 shows the significant effect of the residual signal 

when viewing images as the different attenuation areas distinguish themselves 

clearly. The signal residue visualises itself as a shadow effect, where areas which 

have received less exposure have a weaker signal residue compared to other 

areas. 

Table 6.5 Numerical data from the detector lag experiment. 
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Detector lag analysis 

The relative signal increase during one minute of continuous exposure was 

observed to be stronger for higher exposure levels. The signal residue was 

observed to be almost identical relative to the previous exposure level, implying 

that the relative signal residue is independent of previous exposure levels. The 

wait time until the signal residue has vanished is longer for higher levels of 

exposure which is the major factor to consider when subsequent images are to 

be acquired. The detector lag build up over one minute of continuous exposure is 

enough to cause temporal blurring in an image taken one minute later with no 

exposure in between, as presented earlier in figure 2.9 with the metal object. 

  

Table 6.12 Empty image taken before 

exposure start in the detector lag 

experiment 

Table 6.13 Empty image taken 10 

seconds after exposure stopped the 

detector lag experiment 
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6.6 Spatial resolution 
The results from the grid 

experiment is presented in figure 

6.14. Numerical data is presented 

in table 6.6 and 6.7. The grid used 

was not sufficient to test the limits 

of resolution of this system as the 

normalised contrast did not reach 

below 10 %. No significant 

difference could be detected 

between the different X-ray tube 

settings.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

lp/mm 1,0 1,2 1,4 1,6 1,8 2,0 2,2 2,5 

Contrast 

70 kV 

100 uA 

79 % 74 % 69 % 65 % 60 % 54 % 52 % 45 % 

Contrast 

70 kV 

300 uA 

78 % 73 % 69 % 64 % 59 % 54 % 51 % 45 % 

lp/mm 2,8 3,1 3,4 3,7 4,0 4,3 4,6 5,0 

Contrast 

70 kV 

100 uA 

43 % 38 % 35 % 32 % 27 % 26 % 24 % 19 % 

Contrast 

70 kV 

300 uA 

42 % 38 % 34 % 31 % 27 % 26 % 23 % 19 % 

Figure 6.14 Contrast obtained at different spatial 

frequencies in the grid experiment. 

Table 6.7 Numerical data of the results from the grid experiment. 

 

Table 6.6 Numerical data of the results from the grid experiment. 
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Figure 6.16 presents the slanted edge technique results. The results from the 

different setups were similar, where only the 70 kV 100 µA steel setup showed 

vaguely better results than the rest. Figure 6.17 presents data from the distance 

test where a drop from 6 lp/mm to 4 lp/mm at 10 % MTF was observed when 

the polyethylene was placed 170 mm from the detector compared to 0 mm.  

 

 

X-ray setting, object, 

distance from detector 

PSF 

FWHM [mm] 

10 % pMTF 

[lp/mm] 

5 % pMTF 

[lp/mm] 

70 kV 100µA 

Steel 0 mm 
0.10 6.7 9.1 

70 kV 300µA 

Steel 0 mm 
0.13 5.8 7.4 

70 kV 100µA  

Polyethylene 0 mm 
0.12 5.9 7.5 

70 kV 300µA 

Polyethylene 0 mm 
0.12 6.1 7.7 

70 kV 100µA 

Polyethylene 170 mm 
0.20 4.1 4.7 

70 kV 300µA 

Polyethylene 170 mm 
0.22 3.9 4.5 

 

Table 6.8 present numerical data for all pMTF measurements. A comparison of 

the results from the grid data and slanted edge technique data is presented in 

figure 6.18. The grid data show overall better spatial resolution results compared 

to the slanted edge method. 

Figure 6.16 pMTF results from the 

four different setups at 0 mm 

distance. 

 

Figure 6.17 pMTF result from the 

distance test with the polyethylene. 

 

Table 6.8 Spatial resolution results of the pMTF and PSF. 
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Spatial resolution analysis 

The slighter better result of the 70 kV 100 µA setting compared to the 70 kV 300 

µA setting with the steel object can be explained by the change in focal spot size, 

which is smaller at lower X-ray tube outputs. The focal spot sizes at the two 

settings are 25 µm and 55 µm respectively. This results in less blurring of 

features with the 70 kV 100µA setting and therefore also a better spatial 

resolution. This difference was not observed with the same settings using the 

grid. This is expected as the fine thickness of the lead (0.05 mm) inside the grid 

does not induce significant blurring when it is placed at the detector. This is also 

one of two possible reasons for the better overall pMTF results from the grid 

measurements. The slanted edge technique used significantly thicker objects, in 

relation to the 0.05 mm lead, which can cause blurring. The second possible 

reason is the quality of the edge sharpness in the grid which most likely is higher 

compared to the in-house made objects used in the slanted edge technique. 

No significant difference can be seen between the polyethylene’s pMTF and the 

steel’s pMTF at 0 mm from detector using X-ray tube setting 70 kV 300µA. This 

Figure 6.18 pMTF result comparison between slanted edge technique and grid 

experiments. The X-marks are the results from the grid experiment and the lines from 

the slanted edge experiment. 
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was not expected as the thick polyethylene should generate significantly more 

scattered photons compared to the steel. However, scattered photons probably 

had a larger impact on the pMTF in the distance test. The pMTF polyethylene 

measurement at 170 mm had a 33 % decrease in spatial resolution compared to 

measurements at 0 mm. 

A comparison of spatial resolution of micro-CT systems using CMOS flat panel 

detectors from previous reported work can be seen in table 6.9. The performance 

of the detector in this study compares well with three others. The manufacturer 

of the CMOS flat panel state that its pMTF is 8 lp/mm at 5 % MTF, which is both 

confirmed, and possibly better, by the results in this study.  

The methods for MTF calculation reported by Elbakri et al. [22] and Arvanitis et 

al. [23] involve using an average image for MTF calculation and not a single 

image as reported in this thesis. MTF improvement to a certain degree is to be 

expected when an average image is used compared to single images as it reduce 

the presence of noise significantly. 

The latest generation micro-CT from General Electric, eXplore CT 120, with a 

CCD flat panel was measured to have 10 % pMTF at 4.4 lp/mm [24]. The 

recently reported performance of Dexela 2923 CMOS flat panel was tested with 

two different scintillator thicknesses. With the thicker scintillator, for high 

sensitivity, the pMTF at 30 % was measured to 2 lp/mm, while the thinner 

scintillator, for high resolution, resulted in 5.1 lp/mm [25]. The corresponding 

pMTF at 30 % in this study was measured to be 3.3 lp/mm.  

  

Detector 

type 

CMOS 
detector in 

this study 

CMOS (C7942) 
CsI, needles 

50 µm pixels[15] 

CMOS (C9730DK) 
CsI, needles 

50 µm pixels[22] 

CMOS  
CsI, needles 

25 µm pixels[23] 

10 % pMTF 7 lp/mm 7 lp/mm 9 lp/mm 9 lp/mm 

Table 6.9 pMTF comparison between the results obtained in this thesis and previous 

reported work. 
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7. Discussion 
During all experiments, except for the detector lag experiment, actions were 

taken to avoid as much of the detector lag as possible. This was done by only 

acquiring up to 20 images per measurement which resulted in no longer than 10 

seconds of exposure per measurement. Additionally, a minimum time interval of 

two minutes and new empty images between consecutive measurements. With 

this precaution the detector lag is unlikely to have caused significant effect on 

any data from the experiments. 

The dark current signal was observed to be low, on average 76 DN after warm-

up, which is less than 2 % of the dynamical range of the detector. Together with 

its low standard deviation value of less than 4 DN, it does not cause any 

significant performance reductions on the micro-CT system. 

The detector showed a good linear response to all X-ray energies produced by 

the X-ray tube. Correction for defect pixels was observed to be possible as a 

majority of the defect pixels do not change location over time. 

7.1 Detector lag 
Through this thesis work it has been noted that detector lag is a known feature 

of flat panel detectors but it is not commonly characterised as done in this thesis. 

Due to the significant effects detector lag has on image quality it is surprising 

that little work is directed to characterising it and finding correction methods. It 

is possible that detector lag correction in micro-CT systems is conducted by 

operating the system in such a way that detector lag never reaches significant 

influence. This could be possible by using X-ray tubes in pulse operation. A 

minimum limit possibly exists for which the wait time between images is large 

enough that the detector lag vanishes before every next frame.  

Previous work by Kim et al. [15] have reported similar lag effect in a CMOS flat 

panel as found in this study. They report a 0.1 % relative signal residue after a 

single image exposure of two seconds. The relative signal residue of 0.3 % 

established in this study was higher in comparison but the significance of two 

second exposure compared to one minute is unknown. 

Two successful methods have been reported by Starman [10] to reduce the lag 

effect in an amorphous silicon detector where the lag is significantly stronger. 

The first method consist of defining the detector lag mathematically in order to 

correct for it after image acquisition using algorithms, similar to how dark current 

and intensity inhomogeneities are corrected for. It requires detailed 

characterisation of the detector lag at all relevant exposure levels which involves 

extensive work. The second method reported used additional hardware in the 

detector to apply a forward bias voltage in the photodiodes between exposure 

frames. This saturates the traps in the photodiodes before each exposure image 

which are the cause of the lag. When the traps are filled prior to exposure the 

desired signal cannot be trapped and the lag effect is reduced. The results were 

promising as the detector lag was significantly reduced during exposure. 
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Whether correction methods or lag avoidance is chosen to handle the detector 

lag, it must be considered in order to not cause temporal blur effects and 

decreased temporal resolution during subsequent image acquisition. 

7.2 Spatial resolution 
The method applied for measuring the pMTF with the edge technique was initially 

meant to be performed using the ASTM standard [21] for the whole procedure. 

This would have required computation of 3-dimenstional CT images, which was 

not possible. Thereby, the slanted edge technique was applied to obtain similar 

data on an edge which could be processed using the ASTM standard. Because of 

this, the oversampled ESF was represented by less amount of data than 

suggested by the ASTM standard. However, the data fulfilled the ASTM guidelines 

for the amount of data points in each bin for the data process. 

The applied method for finding the edge in the slanted edge technique 

experiment can be improved as there was no way to check the accuracy of the 

measured location of the edge. A complement to the measured location would be 

to identify the angle when placing it on the detector with a high accuracy. If the 

placement angle is known, it can be compared to the measured location of the 

edge and confirm a correct location. 

The resulting pMTF was sensitive to how big portion of the binned and smoothed 

ESF that was chosen in order to calculate the PSF. Slightly different pMTF’s could 

therefore be calculated from identical data. This lead to the choice of smoothing 

the data using a least square second degree polynomial to obtain an average 

between the data points in the pMTF.  

During the distance measurements with the polyethylene at 170 mm, a perfect 

perpendicular alignment of the edge relative to the detector could not be verified. 

A poorly placed edge would have had a significant effect on the measured pMTF. 

This could be another explanation to the significant decrease in pMTF at 170 mm, 

compared to 0 mm, beyond the effect of scattered photons. The edge placement 

was not an issue at 0 mm distance as the objects were placed on the detector. 

The X-ray tube and detector in this thesis performed well in terms of spatial 

resolution compared to micro-CT systems with similar flat panel detectors. The 

measurement methods were not identical between the compared micro-CT 

systems. There does not seem to exist any global standard method other than 

that the result should be presented in terms of the modular transfer function. 

7.3 Future work 
Further testing of the micro-CT system is necessary if a full characterisation of its 

performance is desired. Two other frequently used performance parameters of 

micro-CT systems should be measured, namely the noise power spectrum (NPS) 

and detective quantum efficiency (DQE), as reported by Elbakri et al. [22]. These 

parameters evaluate the variance in noise and efficiency of the detector as a 

function of spatial frequency, similar to the MTF [11]. 

X-ray tube pulse operation should be tested to decrease detector lag effect and 

possibly avoid it completely. Pulse operation is the operation type used during 
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normal micro-CT image acquisition. It would be optimal if detector lag avoidance 

only had to be a minor change in image acquisition time intervals, with no 

further data processing correction. 

A new MTF measurement should be conducted when the X-ray tube and detector 

are mounted on the gantry and can acquire 3-dimensional CT images. The ASTM 

standard [21] can then be used to measure limits of spatial resolution on objects 

that represents small animals, which the micro-CT system will be used for in the 

future. This will provide the user with more relevant information on what level of 

resolution is to be expected when examining small animals. 

Additional filtration should be added at the exit window of the X-ray tube as it 

will most likely be necessary during examination of small animals to reduce 

delivered dose. Additional filtration might have an impact on some performance 

parameters and should be added before new performance measurements are 

conducted. 
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8. Conclusion 
The micro-CT system has been characterised in terms of static noise, image 

noise and beam profile. The performance of the micro-CT system’s spatial 

resolution, lag effect and detector response has been measured. MATLAB scripts 

for characterisation and performance test have been produced for the detector 

and X-ray tube which can be used for future measurements.  

The detector showed a good linear response to the relevant X-ray energies of the 

micro-CT system. The measured spatial resolution of 7 lp/mm is sufficient for 

high resolution imaging and compares well with previously reported micro-CT 

system and CMOS detector performance. 

Further testing is required if a full characterisation of the micro-CT system is 

desired. The two most relevant performance parameters not measured in this 

study are the noise power spectrum and detective quantum efficiency. 

A method to either correct for or avoid the detector lag must be considered if 

high image quality in 3-dimensional images is to be achievable with this  

micro-CT system detector.  
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Appendix A 
This chapter contains all custom made MATLAB scripts used for the data analysis 

of all experiments. 

Table of contents 
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A1 Load new image 
Read and store the data produced by the detector into a matrix 

function img=loadBinNew(filename, bins, databytes) 
% no binning 
imagesize=2400; 
%2x2 binning 
if ( bins==2 ) 
    imagesize=1200; 
end 
%4x4 binning 
if (bins==4 ) 
    imagesize=600; 
end 

  
fid=fopen(filename, 'r'); 
% default: load image from a sequence stored as 2 byte unsigned integer 
prec='uint16'; 
% if sum image then it is stored as 4 byte unsigned integers 
if ( databytes==4 ) 
    prec='uint32'; 
end 
img=fread(fid, imagesize*imagesize, prec); 
fclose(fid); 
img=reshape(img, [imagesize imagesize]); 
img=img'; 
img=rot90(img); 
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A2 Obtain a regression line for two sets of 

data 
function [RegressionValues,slope,YIntercept,Corr]=RegressionLine(x,y) 

  
%%Correlation coefficient for 2 data sets  

  
Mx=mean(x); 
My=mean(y); 
Sx=std(x); 
Sy=std(y); 

  
Zx=zeros(1,length(x)); 
Zy=zeros(1,length(y)); 

  
for i=1:length(x) 
    Zx(i)=(x(i)-Mx)/Sx; 
end 

  
for j=1:length(y) 
    Zy(j)=(y(j)-My)/Sy; 
end 

  
Corr=0; 
for k=1:length(x); 
    add=Zx(k)*Zy(k); 
    Corr=Corr+add; 
end 

  
Corr=Corr/(length(x)-1); 

  
%%Calculate the regression line 

  
slope=Corr*(Sy/Sx); 

  
YIntercept=My-slope*Mx; 

  
RegressionValues=zeros(1,length(x)); 

  
for p=1:length(x) 
    RegressionValues(p)=slope*x(p)+YIntercept; 
end 
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A3 Find abnormal pixel deviation and correct 

them 
%%Look for pixel deviations which are not acceptable. Returns the row and 

col 
%%number for every pixel that has a value above or below a certain percent 

of region average 

  
function 

[Corrected,errors]=FindDeviationsAndCorrect(ImageCheck,CorrImage,Perc,mark,

correct,radius) 

  

  
errors=zeros(1,2); 

  
for j=1:20:size(ImageCheck,1)-20 
    for k=1:20:size(ImageCheck,2)-20 

         
        if floor((size(ImageCheck,1)-20)/20)*20+1~=j 
            rows=j:j+19; 
        else 
            rows=j:size(ImageCheck,1); 
        end 

         
        if floor((size(ImageCheck,2)-20)/20)*20+1~=k 
            columns=k:k+19; 
        else 
            columns=k:size(ImageCheck,2);   
        end 

         
        check=ImageCheck(rows,columns); 
        avg=mean(check(:)); 

           
        if Perc  <= 1 
        check=check-avg; 
        over = check > Perc*avg; 
        under = check < (-1)*Perc*avg; 
        end 

         
        if Perc  > 1 
        over = check > avg + Perc; 
        under = check < avg-Perc; 
        end 

         
        [ro,co]=find(over); 
        [ru,cu]=find(under); 

         
        ro=ro+j-1; 
        co=co+k-1; 
        ru=ru+j-1; 
        cu=cu+k-1; 

         
        if isempty(ro)==0 
            errors=vertcat(errors,[ro co]); 
        end 

         
        if isempty(ru)==0 
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            errors=vertcat(errors,[ru cu]); 
        end 

         
    end 
end 

  
errors(1,:)=[]; 

  
%%Mark the deviations with circles in a new figure 

  
if mark==1 
    markers=errors; 

     
    figure, imagesc(ImageCheck, [avg-400 avg+400]), colormap gray 
    while isempty(markers)==0 

         
        viscircles([markers(1,2) markers(1,1)], 5); 
        markers(1,:)=[]; 
    end 
end 

     
Corrected=ImageCheck; 

  
if correct==1 

     
    if size(ImageCheck) ~= size(CorrImage) 
        display('Image sizes do not correspond between image to correct and 

image to check for errors, correction not possible')  
        return 
    end 

     
    fix=errors; 

     
    %Get the index of the errors in 1 number, not row and col 
    IndexErrors=zeros(1,size(errors,1)); 
    for i=1:size(errors,1); 
        IndexErrors(i)=(errors(i,1)-1)*size(CorrImage,1)+errors(i,2); 
    end 

     
    [row, col] = meshgrid(1:size(CorrImage,2),1:size(CorrImage,1)); 

     
    while isempty(fix)==0 
        CorrCircle = sqrt((row-fix(1,2)).^2+(col-fix(1,1)).^2)<=radius;  

%radius 

         
        check=find(CorrCircle==1); %Get the circle in singular indexing 
        [checkr, checkc]=find(CorrCircle==1); %Get the circle in double 

indexing, row and col 

         
        for j=1:size(check,1) %Do not use other errors in the fix, removes 

them from correction circle 
            if find(IndexErrors==check(j))~=0 
                CorrCircle(checkr(j), checkc(j))=0; 
            end 
        end 

         
        correction = mean(CorrImage(CorrCircle)); 
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        CorrImage(fix(1,1), fix(1,2))=correction; 

         
        fix(1,:)=[]; 
    end 

     
    Corrected=CorrImage; 

     
    %Check if errors remain after fix, and remove them in that case 

     
    

[~,CheckRemainingErrors]=FindDeviationsAndCorrect(CorrImage,CorrImage,Perc,

0,0,radius); 

     
    if isempty(CheckRemainingErrors)==0 

         
        

[Corrected,~]=FindDeviationsAndCorrect(CorrImage,CorrImage,Perc,0,1,radius)

; 

         
    end 
end 
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A4 Dark current  
%Read image pixel's STD and average into two matrixes 

  
Cycle=zeros(2400,2400,50); 
CycleAVG=zeros(1,48); 
CycleSTD=zeros(1,48); 
CyclePerc=zeros(1,48); 
TotDistr=zeros(8191,48); 

  
for j=1:48; 

  
    for i=1:50 

  
        filename=['warmup_NoTube_Shield_' num2str(j) '.' num2str(i) 

'.bin']; 
        Cycle(:,:,i)=loadBin(filename,1,2); 
    end 

  
    CycleSTD(j)=mean(mean(std(Cycle,0,3))); 
    CycleAVG(j)=mean(mean(mean(Cycle,3))); 
    CyclePerc(j)=mean(mean(std(Cycle,0,3)./mean(Cycle,3))); blir bara NaN 

     
    %% Hist calculations 
    CycleAverage=round(mean(Cycle,3)); 

     
    for k=1:50 
    add=Cycle(:,:,k)-CycleAverage; 
    distr=histc(add(:),-4095:4095); 
    TotDistr(:,j)=TotDistr(:,j)+distr; 
    end          

  
end 
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A5 Beam profile and detector response  
%Save the images 
DC45=loadBinNew('Lin_45_DC.bin',1,4)/20; 
DC55=loadBinNew('Lin_55_DC.bin',1,4)/20; 
DC65=loadBinNew('Lin_65_DC.bin',1,4)/20; 
DC75=loadBinNew('Lin_75_DC.bin',1,4)/20; 
DC85=loadBinNew('Lin_85_DC.bin',1,4)/20; 

  
Lin45=zeros(2200,2300,10); 
for i=80:80:800 
filename=['Lin_45_' num2str(i) '.bin']; 
img=loadBinNew(filename,1,4)/10-DC45; 
Lin45(:,:,i/80)=img(201:2400,1:2300); 
end 

  
Lin55=zeros(2200,2300,10); 
for i=60:60:600 
filename=['Lin_55_' num2str(i) '.bin']; 
img=loadBinNew(filename,1,4)/10-DC55; 
Lin55(:,:,i/60)=img(201:2400,1:2300); 
end 

  
Lin65=zeros(2200,2300,10); 
for i=50:50:500 
filename=['Lin_65_' num2str(i) '.bin']; 
img=loadBinNew(filename,1,4)/10-DC65; 
Lin65(:,:,i/50)=img(201:2400,1:2300); 
end 

  
Lin75=zeros(2200,2300,10); 
for i=30:30:300 
filename=['Lin_75_' num2str(i) '.bin']; 
img=loadBinNew(filename,1,4)/10-DC75; 
Lin75(:,:,i/30)=img(201:2400,1:2300); 
end 

  
Lin85=zeros(2200,2300,10); 
for i=20:20:200 
filename=['Lin_85_' num2str(i) '.bin']; 
img=loadBinNew(filename,1,4)/10-DC85; 
Lin85(:,:,i/20)=img(201:2400,1:2300); 
end 

  
% Analyze 
Lin45Avg=zeros(1,10); 
for i=1:10 
Lin45Avg(i)=mean(mean(Lin45(:,:,i))); 
end 

  
Lin55Avg=zeros(1,10); 
for i=1:10 
Lin55Avg(i)=mean(mean(Lin55(:,:,i))); 
end 

  
Lin65Avg=zeros(1,10); 
for i=1:10 
Lin65Avg(i)=mean(mean(Lin65(:,:,i))); 
end 
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Lin75Avg=zeros(1,10); 
for i=1:10 
Lin75Avg(i)=mean(mean(Lin75(:,:,i))); 
end 

  
Lin85Avg=zeros(1,10); 
for i=1:10 
Lin85Avg(i)=mean(mean(Lin85(:,:,i))); 
end 

  
% With  Regression 
[Reg45,a,b,R45]=RegressionLine(0.045*[80:80:800],Lin45Avg(1:10)); 
[Reg55,a,b,R55]=RegressionLine(0.055*[60:60:600],Lin55Avg(1:10)); 
[Reg65,a,b,R65]=RegressionLine(0.065*[50:50:400],Lin65Avg(1:8)); 
[Reg75,a,b,R75]=RegressionLine(0.075*[30:30:270],Lin75Avg(1:9)); 
[Reg85,a,b,R85]=RegressionLine(0.085*[20:20:200],Lin85Avg(1:10)); 

 
%% Pixel signal variance 
Var70100=zeros(2200,2300,20); 
Var70300=zeros(2200,2300,20); 
VarDC=zeros(2400,2400); 

  

  
for i=3:21 
    filename=['GRT_DC_' num2str(i) '.bin']; 
    img=loadBinNew(filename,1,2)/19; 
    VarDC=VarDC+img; 
end 

  
for i=2:21 
    filename=['GRT_70100_LF' num2str(i) '.bin']; 
    img=loadBinNew(filename,1,2)-VarDC; 
    Var70100(:,:,i-1)=img(201:2400,1:2300); 
end 

  
for i=2:21 
    filename=['GRT_70300_LF' num2str(i) '.bin']; 
    img=loadBinNew(filename,1,2)-VarDC; 
    Var70300(:,:,i-1)=img(201:2400,1:2300); 
end 

  
TotDistr=zeros(8191,2); 

  
for k=1:20 
    add=Var70100(:,:,k)-round(mean(Var70100,3)); 
    distr=histc(add(:),-4095:4095); 
    TotDistr(:,1)=TotDistr(:,1)+distr; 
end 

  
for k=1:20 
    add=Var70300(:,:,k)-round(mean(Var70300,3)); 
    distr=histc(add(:),-4095:4095); 
    TotDistr(:,2)=TotDistr(:,2)+distr; 
end 

  
TotDistrPerc=zeros(71,2); %Lenght must be corrected after histc EDGES 

  
for k=1:20 
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    add=(Var70100(:,:,k)-mean(Var70100,3))./mean(Var70100,3); 
    distr=histc(add(:),-0.035:0.001:0.035); 
    TotDistrPerc(:,1)=TotDistrPerc(:,1)+distr; 
end 

  
for k=1:20 
    add=(Var70300(:,:,k)-mean(Var70300,3))./mean(Var70300,3); 
    distr=histc(add(:),-0.035:0.001:0.035); 
    TotDistrPerc(:,2)=TotDistrPerc(:,2)+distr; 
end 

  
std70100=std(Var70100,0,3); 
std70300=std(Var70300,0,3); 
std70100Perc=std70100./mean(Var70100,3); 
std70300Perc=std70300./mean(Var70300,3); 

 
%% Beam profile analysis 

  
%Correct for defect pixels 

  
BP100=mean(Var70100(:,15:2300,:),3); 
BP300=mean(Var70300(:,15:2300,:),3); 

  
[BP100,errors100]=FindDeviationsAndCorrect(BP100,3,1,1,4); 

  
[BP300,errors300]=FindDeviationsAndCorrect(BP300,3,1,1,4); 

  
% Analyse the data  

  
AveragedBP100=zeros(40,40); 
for i=1:40 
    for j=1:40 
        AveragedBP100(i,j)=(mean(mean((BP100(55*i-54:55*i,57*j-

56:57*j)))))/mean(BP100(:)); 
    end 
end 

  
AveragedBP300=zeros(40,40); 
for i=1:40 
    for j=1:40 
        AveragedBP300(i,j)=(mean(mean((BP300(55*i-54:55*i,57*j-

56:57*j)))))/mean(BP300(:)); 
    end 
end 
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A6 Find abnormal pixel deviation 
%%Look for pixel deviations which are not acceptable  
SE_DC=zeros(2241,2286,10); 
SE_70100=zeros(2241,2286,10); 
SE_70300=zeros(2241,2286,10); 

  
for i=2:11 
    filename=['LC_DC_object_' num2str(i) '.bin']; 
    add=loadBinNew(filename,1,2); 
    SE_DC(:,:,i-1)=add(160:end,15:2300); 
end 

  
for i=2:11 
    filename=['LC_70100_LF_' num2str(i) '.bin']; 
    add=loadBinNew(filename,1,2); 
    SE_70100(:,:,i-1)=add(160:end,15:2300)-mean(SE_DC,3); 

     
    filename=['LC_70300_LF_' num2str(i) '.bin']; 
    add=loadBinNew(filename,1,2); 
    SE_70300(:,:,i-1)=add(160:end,15:2300)-mean(SE_DC,3); 
end 

  
%% Find devations 
% DC 30 % of average 

  
[~,errors03]=FindDeviationsAndCorrect(SE_DC(:,:,1),0,0.3,0,0,0); 
AmountErrors03=zeros(10,1); 
AmountErrors03(1)=size(errors03,1); 

  
for i=2:10 
[~,errorscheck03]=FindDeviationsAndCorrect(SE_DC(:,:,i),0,0.3,0,0,0); 
AmountErrors03(i)=size(errorscheck03,1); 

  
index=ismember(errors03,errorscheck03,'rows'); 
    errors03=errors03(index,:); 
end 

  
%DC +-50 of average 

  
[~,errors50]=FindDeviationsAndCorrect(SE_DC(:,:,1),0,50,0,0,0); 
AmountErrors50=zeros(10,1); 
AmountErrors50(1)=size(errors50,1); 

  
for i=2:10 
[~,errorscheck50]=FindDeviationsAndCorrect(SE_DC(:,:,i),0,50,0,0,0); 
AmountErrors50(i)=size(errorscheck50,1); 

  
index=ismember(errors50,errorscheck50,'rows'); 
    errors50=errors50(index,:); 
end 

  
%LF100 10 % of average 

  
[~,LF100errors01]=FindDeviationsAndCorrect(SE_70100(:,:,1),0,0.1,0,0,0); 
LF100AmountErrors01=zeros(10,1); 
LF100AmountErrors01(1)=size(LF100errors01,1); 
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for i=2:10 
[~,LF100errorscheck01]=FindDeviationsAndCorrect(SE_70100(:,:,i),0,0.1,0,0,0

); 
LF100AmountErrors01(i)=size(LF100errorscheck01,1); 

  
index=ismember(LF100errors01,LF100errorscheck01,'rows'); 
    LF100errors01=LF100errors01(index,:); 
end 

  
%LF100 50% of average 

  
[~,LF100errors05]=FindDeviationsAndCorrect(SE_70100(:,:,1),0,0.5,0,0,0); 
LF100AmountErrors05=zeros(10,1); 
LF100AmountErrors05(1)=size(LF100errors05,1); 

  
for i=2:10 
[~,LF100errorscheck05]=FindDeviationsAndCorrect(SE_70100(:,:,i),0,0.5,0,0,0

); 
LF100AmountErrors05(i)=size(LF100errorscheck05,1); 

  
index=ismember(LF100errors05,LF100errorscheck05,'rows'); 
    LF100errors05=LF100errors05(index,:); 
end 

  
%LF300 10 % of average 

  
[~,LF300errors01]=FindDeviationsAndCorrect(SE_70300(:,:,1),0,0.1,0,0,0); 
LF300AmountErrors01=zeros(10,1); 
LF300AmountErrors01(1)=size(LF300errors01,1); 

  
for i=2:10 
[~,LF300errorscheck01]=FindDeviationsAndCorrect(SE_70300(:,:,i),0,0.1,0,0,0

); 
LF300AmountErrors01(i)=size(LF300errorscheck01,1); 

  
index=ismember(LF300errors01,LF300errorscheck01,'rows'); 
    LF300errors01=LF300errors01(index,:); 
end 

  
%LF300 20% of average 

  
[~,LF300errors02]=FindDeviationsAndCorrect(SE_70300(:,:,1),0,0.2,0,0,0); 
LF300AmountErrors02=zeros(10,1); 
LF300AmountErrors02(1)=size(LF300errors02,1); 

  
for i=2:10 
[~,LF300errorscheck02]=FindDeviationsAndCorrect(SE_70300(:,:,i),0,0.2,0,0,0

); 
LF300AmountErrors02(i)=size(LF300errorscheck02,1); 

  
index=ismember(LF300errors02,LF300errorscheck02,'rows'); 
    LF300errors02=LF300errors02(index,:); 
end 
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A7 Detector lag 
%%Look at memory effect over 28 min; 1 min tube off, 10 min exposure, 17 
%%min tube off 
DC=zeros(2400,2400); 

  
for i=1:5 
filename=['LME_' num2str(i) '.2.bin']; 
DC=DC+loadBinNew(filename,1,2); 
filename=['LME_' num2str(i) '.3.bin']; 
DC=DC+loadBinNew(filename,1,2); 
end 
DC=DC/10; 
%  
data=zeros(160,4); 

  
for i=1:160 
filename=['LME_' num2str(i) '.3.bin']; 
Add=loadBinNew(filename,1,2)-DC; 

  
    data(i,1)=mean(mean(Add(500:1000,500:1000))); 
    data(i,2)=mean(mean(Add(1500:2000,500:1000))); 
    data(i,3)=mean(mean(Add(1500:2000,1500:2000))); 
    data(i,4)=mean(mean(Add(500:1000,1500:2000))); 
end 

 

%% data statistics 
datastat=zeros(4,4); 

  
for i=1:4 
datastat(i,1)=data(64,i)/data(7,i); 
datastat(i,2)=data(65,i)/data(64,i); 
datastat(i,3)=data(65,i); 
datastat(i,4)=(find(data(65:end,i)<1,1,'first')+63)*(28/159)-11.09; 
end 
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A8 Spatial resolution measurement with grid 
%% High contrast resolution with grid (lp/mm) 

  
GridDC=zeros(2400,2400); 
for i=3:21 
filename=['GRT_DC_' num2str(i) '.bin']; 
GridDC=GridDC+loadBinNew(filename,1,2); 
end 
GridDC=GridDC/19; 

  
LF70100=zeros(2400,2400); 

  
for i=2:21 
filename=['GRT_70100_LF' num2str(i) '.bin']; 
LF70100=LF70100+loadBinNew(filename,1,2)-GridDC; 
end 
LF70100=LF70100/20; 
LF70100=LF70100(150:2400,9:2350); 

  
LF70300=zeros(2400,2400); 

  
for i=2:21 
filename=['GRT_70100_LF' num2str(i) '.bin']; 
LF70300=LF70300+loadBinNew(filename,1,2)-GridDC; 
end 
LF70300=LF70300/20; 
LF70300=LF70300(150:2400,9:2350); 

  
Grid100=zeros(2400,2400); 
for i=2:21  
filename=['GRT_70100_' num2str(i) '.bin']; 
Grid100=Grid100+loadBinNew(filename,1,2)-GridDC; 
end 
Grid100=Grid100/20; 

  
Grid100sing=loadBinNew('GRT_70100_10.bin',1,2)-GridDC; 
Grid100sing=Grid100sing(150:2400,9:2350); 
Grid100sum=Grid100(150:2400,9:2350); 

  
Grid300=zeros(2400,2400); 
for i=2:21  
filename=['GRT_70300_' num2str(i) '.bin']; 
Grid300=Grid300+loadBinNew(filename,1,2)-GridDC; 
end 
Grid300=Grid300/20; 

  
Grid300sing=loadBinNew('GRT_70300_10.bin',1,2)-GridDC; 
Grid300sing=Grid300sing(150:2400,9:2350); 
Grid300sum=Grid300(150:2400,9:2350); 

  

  
%% LF compensation 

  
avg100=mean(LF70100(:)); 
ratio100=avg100./LF70100; 

  
Grid100sing=Grid100sing.*ratio100; 
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Grid100sum=Grid100sum.*ratio100; 

  
avg300=mean(LF70300(:)); 
ratio300=avg300./LF70300; 

  
Grid300sing=Grid300sing.*ratio300; 
Grid300sum=Grid300sum.*ratio300; 

  

  
%% Analyse data 

  
Grid100lightsignal=mean(mean(Grid100sing(1600:1800,600:900))); 
Grid100Objsignal=mean(mean(Grid100sing(860:920,900:1000))); 
Grid300lightsignal=mean(mean(Grid300sing(1600:1800,600:900))); 
Grid300Objsignal=mean(mean(Grid300sing(860:920,900:1000))); 

  
Grid100signal=zeros(12,1); 
Grid300signal=zeros(12,1); 

  
Grid100signal(1)=((mean(max(Grid100sing(1070:1085,1300:1400))))-

(mean(min(Grid100sing(1077:1092,1300:1399)))))/(Grid100lightsignal-

Grid100Objsignal); 
Grid100signal(2)=((mean(max(Grid100sing(1160:1173,1300:1400))))-

(mean(min(Grid100sing(1166:1179,1300:1399)))))/(Grid100lightsignal-

Grid100Objsignal); 
Grid100signal(3)=((mean(max(Grid100sing(1239:1250,1300:1400))))-

(mean(min(Grid100sing(1245:1256,1300:1399)))))/(Grid100lightsignal-

Grid100Objsignal); 
Grid100signal(4)=((mean(max(Grid100sing(1308:1318,1300:1400))))-

(mean(min(Grid100sing(1314:1324,1300:1399)))))/(Grid100lightsignal-

Grid100Objsignal); 
Grid100signal(5)=((mean(max(Grid100sing(603:613,950:1049))))-

(mean(min(Grid100sing(608:618,950:1049)))))/(Grid100lightsignal-

Grid100Objsignal); 
Grid100signal(6)=((mean(max(Grid100sing(675:687,950:1049))))-

(mean(min(Grid100sing(681:693,950:1049)))))/(Grid100lightsignal-

Grid100Objsignal); 
Grid100signal(7)=((mean(max(Grid100sing(748:758,950:1049))))-

(mean(min(Grid100sing(753:765,950:1049)))))/(Grid100lightsignal-

Grid100Objsignal); 
Grid100signal(8)=((mean(max(Grid100sing(820:828,950:1049))))-

(mean(min(Grid100sing(824:832,950:1049)))))/(Grid100lightsignal-

Grid100Objsignal); 
Grid100signal(9)=((mean(max(Grid100sing(945:952,950:1049))))-

(mean(min(Grid100sing(949:955,950:1049)))))/(Grid100lightsignal-

Grid100Objsignal); 
Grid100signal(10)=((mean(max(Grid100sing(1000:1007,950:1049))))-

(mean(min(Grid100sing(1004:1011,950:1049)))))/(Grid100lightsignal-

Grid100Objsignal); 
Grid100signal(11)=((mean(max(Grid100sing(1056:1063,950:1049))))-

(mean(min(Grid100sing(1060:1067,950:1049)))))/(Grid100lightsignal-

Grid100Objsignal); 
Grid100signal(12)=((mean(max(Grid100sing(1110:1116,950:1049))))-

(mean(min(Grid100sing(1114:1120,950:1049)))))/(Grid100lightsignal-

Grid100Objsignal); 
Grid100signal(13)=((mean(max(Grid100sing(1213:1218,950:1049))))-

(mean(min(Grid100sing(1216:1221,950:1049)))))/(Grid100lightsignal-

Grid100Objsignal); 
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Grid100signal(14)=((mean(max(Grid100sing(1268:1274,950:1049))))-

(mean(min(Grid100sing(1271:1277,950:1049)))))/(Grid100lightsignal-

Grid100Objsignal); 
Grid100signal(15)=((mean(max(Grid100sing(1324:1328,950:1049))))-

(mean(min(Grid100sing(1326:1331,950:1049)))))/(Grid100lightsignal-

Grid100Objsignal); 
Grid100signal(16)=((mean(max(Grid100sing(1380:1384,950:1049))))-

(mean(min(Grid100sing(1382:1386,950:1049)))))/(Grid100lightsignal-

Grid100Objsignal); 

  
Grid300signal(1)=((mean(max(Grid300sing(1070:1085,1300:1400))))-

(mean(min(Grid300sing(1077:1092,1300:1399)))))/(Grid300lightsignal-

Grid300Objsignal); 
Grid300signal(2)=((mean(max(Grid300sing(1160:1173,1300:1400))))-

(mean(min(Grid300sing(1166:1179,1300:1399)))))/(Grid300lightsignal-

Grid300Objsignal); 
Grid300signal(3)=((mean(max(Grid300sing(1239:1250,1300:1400))))-

(mean(min(Grid300sing(1245:1256,1300:1399)))))/(Grid300lightsignal-

Grid300Objsignal); 
Grid300signal(4)=((mean(max(Grid300sing(1308:1318,1300:1400))))-

(mean(min(Grid300sing(1314:1324,1300:1399)))))/(Grid300lightsignal-

Grid300Objsignal); 
Grid300signal(5)=((mean(max(Grid300sing(603:613,950:1049))))-

(mean(min(Grid300sing(608:618,950:1049)))))/(Grid300lightsignal-

Grid300Objsignal); 
Grid300signal(6)=((mean(max(Grid300sing(675:687,950:1049))))-

(mean(min(Grid300sing(681:693,950:1049)))))/(Grid300lightsignal-

Grid300Objsignal); 
Grid300signal(7)=((mean(max(Grid300sing(748:758,950:1049))))-

(mean(min(Grid300sing(753:765,950:1049)))))/(Grid300lightsignal-

Grid300Objsignal); 
Grid300signal(8)=((mean(max(Grid300sing(820:828,950:1049))))-

(mean(min(Grid300sing(824:832,950:1049)))))/(Grid300lightsignal-

Grid300Objsignal); 
Grid300signal(9)=((mean(max(Grid300sing(945:952,950:1049))))-

(mean(min(Grid300sing(949:955,950:1049)))))/(Grid300lightsignal-

Grid300Objsignal); 
Grid300signal(10)=((mean(max(Grid300sing(1000:1007,950:1049))))-

(mean(min(Grid300sing(1004:1011,950:1049)))))/(Grid300lightsignal-

Grid300Objsignal); 
Grid300signal(11)=((mean(max(Grid300sing(1056:1063,950:1049))))-

(mean(min(Grid300sing(1060:1067,950:1049)))))/(Grid300lightsignal-

Grid300Objsignal); 
Grid300signal(12)=((mean(max(Grid300sing(1110:1116,950:1049))))-

(mean(min(Grid300sing(1114:1120,950:1049)))))/(Grid300lightsignal-

Grid300Objsignal); 
Grid300signal(13)=((mean(max(Grid300sing(1213:1218,950:1049))))-

(mean(min(Grid300sing(1216:1221,950:1049)))))/(Grid300lightsignal-

Grid300Objsignal); 
Grid300signal(14)=((mean(max(Grid300sing(1268:1274,950:1049))))-

(mean(min(Grid300sing(1271:1277,950:1049)))))/(Grid300lightsignal-

Grid300Objsignal); 
Grid300signal(15)=((mean(max(Grid300sing(1324:1328,950:1049))))-

(mean(min(Grid300sing(1326:1331,950:1049)))))/(Grid300lightsignal-

Grid300Objsignal); 
Grid300signal(16)=((mean(max(Grid300sing(1380:1384,950:1049))))-

(mean(min(Grid300sing(1382:1386,950:1049)))))/(Grid300lightsignal-

Grid300Objsignal); 
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A9 Presampled MTF calculation using edge 

data 
function [MTF,Frequencies,FWHM]=ReportSlantedEdgeMTF(Image,Plots) 

  
warning('off','MATLAB:polyfit:RepeatedPointsOrRescale') 

  
%% Select a region of the edge to use in the analysis 
figure, imagesc(Image,[0 4095]), colormap gray; 
title({'Select a region, at least 200 pixels wide over the edge, that 

covers only one edge with object and no object on its sides'}); 
cropped=imcrop; 
close all 

     
while size(cropped,1)<100 || size(cropped,2)<100 
    disp('Crop again. Make the region at least 100 x 100 pixels big'); 
    figure, imagesc(Image,[0 4095]), colormap gray; 
    title({'Select a region, at least 200 pixels wide over the edge, that 

covers only one edge with object and no object on its sides'}); 
    cropped=imcrop; 
    close all 
end 
Image=cropped; 

  
%% Find the edge by creating a line representing the middle value of the 

edge representation in the image 

  
figure, imshow(Image,[]); 
title('Select a line over the edge which covers most of it') 
[col, row]=getline; 
close all 

  
if abs(col(1)-col(2))>abs(row(1)-row(2)) 
    Image=rot90(Image,1); 
    figure, imshow(Image,[]) 
    title('Edge was not vertical, select it again'); 
    [col, row]=getline; 
    close all 
end 

  
MidVert=round((row(2)+row(1))/2); 
MidHori=round((col(2)+col(1))/2); 

  
avgLeft=mean(mean(Image(MidVert-25:MidVert+25,MidHori-100:MidHori-50))); 
avgRight=mean(mean(Image(MidVert-25:MidVert+25,MidHori+50:MidHori+100))); 
EdgeMiddleValue=(avgLeft+avgRight)/2; 

  
%Find the pixels in the image which give a close apporximation to where the 

real 
%edge is situated 
LineImage=zeros(size(Image,1),size(Image,2)); 
yvalues=zeros(1,size(Image,2)); 

  
for i=1:size(Image,1) 

     
    temp = abs(Image(i,:)-EdgeMiddleValue); %The rows pixel values compared 

to middle value 
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    [x, index] = min(temp); %Find index of closest value 
    LineImage(i,index)=1; 
    yvalues(i)=index; 
end 

  
%% Fit a first degree polynomial to the LineImage's line to acquire a line 

that is not limited by the pixel geometry 

  
k=polyfit([0:size(yvalues,2)-1],yvalues,1); 

  
Line=k(1)*[1:size(yvalues,2)]+k(2); 

  
%% Obtain all pixel values in each row as a function of distance to the 

line 

  
PixelDistances=zeros(size(Image,1)*size(Image,2),2); 
count=1; 

  
for i=1:size(Image,1) 
    for j=1:size(Image,2) 
        PixelDistances(count,1)=Image(i,j); 
        PixelDistances(count,2)=j-Line(i); 
        count=count+1; 
    end  
end 

  
%Sort the table according to column 2, the distances 
[Y,I]=sort(PixelDistances(:,2)); 
PixelDistances=PixelDistances(I,:);    

     

  
%% Bin the data 

  
binsize=0.015; 

  
temp=PixelDistances; 
lowest=temp(1,2); 
highest=lowest+binsize; 
Bins=zeros(floor((max(PixelDistances(:,2))-

min(PixelDistances(:,2)))/binsize),3); 
i=1; 
c=1; 

  
while highest<temp(end,2) 
    add=0; 
    count=0; 

     
    while temp(c,2)>=lowest  && temp(c,2)<highest 
        add=add+temp(c,1); 
        count=count+1; 
        c=c+1; 
    end 

     
    Bins(i,1)=add/count; 
    Bins(i,2)=(lowest+binsize/2)/20; %Divide by 20 to get it to mm scale 

and not pixel scale 
    Bins(i,3)=count; 
    i=i+1; 
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    lowest=lowest+binsize; 
    highest=highest+binsize; 

     
end 
RemoveZeroCounts=find(Bins(:,3)==0); 
top=find(RemoveZeroCounts>length(Bins)/2,1); 
bottom=find(RemoveZeroCounts<length(Bins)/2,1,'last'); 

  
NonSmoothedERF=Bins(RemoveZeroCounts(bottom)+1:RemoveZeroCounts(top)-1,:); 

  
%% Smooth the ERF by using a cubic polynomial fit 

  
c=1; 
FitPoints=81; 

  
    for i=1:size(NonSmoothedERF,1)-FitPoints+1 

        
        xvalues=NonSmoothedERF(i:i+FitPoints-1,2); 
        yvalues=NonSmoothedERF(i:i+FitPoints-1,1); 
        CC=polyfit(xvalues,yvalues,3); %CubicCoefficients 

   
        

CenterValue=CC(1)*xvalues(FitPoints/2+0.5)^3+CC(2)*xvalues(FitPoints/2+0.5)

^2+CC(3)*xvalues(FitPoints/2+0.5)+CC(4); 

   
        NonSmoothedERF(i+FitPoints/2+0.5-1,1)=CenterValue; 

         
        c=c+1; 
    end 

  
SmoothedERF=NonSmoothedERF; 

     
% % 7.1.1.8 Determine how much of the table to include in the analysis and 

delete the unwanted portions of the leading and trailing tails to obtain 

the ERF. 
figure, plot(SmoothedERF(:,1)); 
Low=input('Choose what parts to use. Lower limit, remove up to x-value 

(Remove at least 5% values):'); 
High=input('Upper Limit, remove down to x-value (Remove at least 5% 

values):'); 

  
SmoothedERF(High:end,:)=[]; 
SmoothedERF(1:Low,:)=[]; 
close all 

  
%% Perform the same fit again. This time, find the derivative at the center 

of the fit and save it together the distance 

  
c=1; 
FitPoints=81; 
Derivatives=zeros(size(SmoothedERF,1),2); 

  
    for i=1:size(SmoothedERF,1)-FitPoints+1 

        
        xvalues=SmoothedERF(i:i+FitPoints-1,2); 
        yvalues=SmoothedERF(i:i+FitPoints-1,1); 
        CC=polyfit(xvalues,yvalues,3); %CubicCoefficients 
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CenterValue=CC(1)*xvalues(FitPoints/2+0.5)^3+CC(2)*xvalues(FitPoints/2+0.5)

^2+CC(3)*xvalues(FitPoints/2+0.5)+CC(4); 
        

CenterDerivitate=3*CC(1)*xvalues(FitPoints/2+0.5)^2+2*CC(2)*xvalues(FitPoin

ts/2+0.5)+CC(3); 

  
        Derivatives(c,1)=abs(CenterDerivitate); 
        Derivatives(c,2)=xvalues(FitPoints/2+0.5); 
        Derivatives(c,3)=CenterValue; 

         
        c=c+1; 

    
    end 

  
remove=find(Derivatives==0, 1, 'first'); 
Derivatives=Derivatives(1:remove-1,:); 

  
%% Normalise the data to obtain the PSF 

  
NormDeri=Derivatives(:,1)/max(abs(Derivatives(:,1))); 
PSF=NormDeri; 

  
[~, middle]= min(abs(Derivatives(:,2))); 
[~, left] = min(abs(PSF(1:middle) - 0.5)); 
[~, right] = min(abs(PSF(middle:end) - 0.5)); 
right=right+middle-1; 
FWHM=Derivatives(right,2)-Derivatives(left,2); 

  
%% Perform a Fourier analysis on the PSF 

  
L=size(PSF,1); 
NFFT = 2^nextpow2(L); 
ffPSF=fft(PSF,NFFT); 

  
MagffPSF=sqrt(ffPSF.*conj(ffPSF)); 
%% Normalize the magnitude at zero frequency to unity to obtain the 

presampled MTF 

  
%Sampling frequency: Values per mm 
fs=1/((max(Derivatives(:,2))-min(Derivatives(:,2)))/size(PSF,1)); 
xaxis = [0:size(ffPSF,1)-1].*(fs/size(ffPSF,1)); 

  
Normff=MagffPSF/max(MagffPSF); 
stop=find(Normff<0.01); 

  
if Plots==1; 
    figure, 
    subplot(2,2,1), plot(PixelDistances(:,2),PixelDistances(:,1),'k-

'),ylabel 'Pixel signal [DN]', xlabel 'Distance [Pixels]'; 
    set(gca,'FontSize',14,'fontWeight', 'bold'); 
    title(['Raw edge spread function']); 
    set(findall(gcf,'type','text'),'FontSize',16, 'fontWeight', 'bold') 

     
    subplot(2,2,2), plot(SmoothedERF(:,2),SmoothedERF(:,1),'k-

','LineWidth',1.3), ylabel 'Pixel signal [DN]', xlabel 'Distance [mm]'; 
    set(gca,'FontSize',14,'fontWeight', 'bold'); 
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    title(['Binned and smoothed edge spread function']); 
    set(findall(gcf,'type','text'),'FontSize',16, 'fontWeight', 'bold') 

     
    subplot(2,2,3), plot(Derivatives(:,2),NormDeri,'k-

',[Derivatives(left,2),Derivatives(right,2)],[0.5,0.5],'r-

','LineWidth',1.3), ylabel 'Normalised derivative', xlabel 'Distance 

[mm]',xlim([-1 1]); 
    set(gca,'FontSize',14,'fontWeight', 'bold'); 
    title(['Point spread function']); 
    set(findall(gcf,'type','text'),'FontSize',16, 'fontWeight', 'bold') 
    legend('PSF',['FWHM = ' num2str(FWHM) ' mm']) 

     
    subplot(2,2,4), plot(xaxis(1:stop(1)),Normff(1:stop(1)),'k-

','LineWidth',1.3), ylabel 'Normalised pMTF', xlabel 'Spatial frequency 

[lp/mm]', xlim([0 12]); 
    set(gca,'FontSize',14,'fontWeight', 'bold'); 
    title(['Presampled modular transfer function']); 
    text(6,0.8,['10 % MTF = ' 

num2str(interp1(Normff(1:stop(1)),xaxis(1:stop(1)),0.1),'%.1f') ' lp/mm']); 
    text(6,0.7,['5 % MTF = ' 

num2str(interp1(Normff(1:stop(1)),xaxis(1:stop(1)),0.05),'%.1f') ' 

lp/mm']); 
    set(findall(gcf,'type','text'),'FontSize',16, 'fontWeight', 'bold') 
end 

  

  
Frequencies=xaxis(1:stop(1)); 
MTF=Normff(1:stop(1)); 
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A10 Spatial resolution measurement with 

slanted edge technique 
%% High contrast resolution with slanted edge technique (MTF) 

  
%% Dark current and light field images 

  
DCpoly1=loadBinNew('LRT_poly_DC.bin',1,4)/20; 

  
DCRF1=loadBinNew('LRT_RF07_DC.bin',1,4)/20; 

  

  
LF70100bin1=loadBinNew('LRT_70100_LF.bin',1,4)/10; 
LF70100bin1=LF70100bin1(150:2400,15:2300); 
LF70300bin1=loadBinNew('LRT_70300_LF.bin',1,4)/10; 
LF70300bin1=LF70300bin1(150:2400,15:2300); 

  
% LF compensation ratios 

  
avg70100bin1=mean(LF70100bin1(:)); 
ratio70100bin1=avg70100bin1./LF70100bin1; 

  
avg70300bin1=mean(LF70300bin1(:)); 
ratio70300bin1=avg70300bin1./LF70300bin1; 

  

  
%% Single image with LF compensation 

  
poly100Bin1Sing=loadBinNew('LRT_poly_70100_1_5.bin',1,2)-DCpoly1; 
poly100Bin1Sing=poly100Bin1Sing(150:2400,15:2300).*ratio70100bin1; 

  
poly100Bin1midSing=loadBinNew('LRT_poly_70100_1_mid_5.bin',1,2)-DCpoly1; 
poly100Bin1midSing=poly100Bin1midSing(150:2400,15:2300).*ratio70100bin1; 

  
poly300Bin1Sing=loadBinNew('LRT_poly_70300_1_5.bin',1,2)-DCpoly1; 
poly300Bin1Sing=poly300Bin1Sing(150:2400,15:2300).*ratio70300bin1; 

  
poly300Bin1midSing=loadBinNew('LRT_poly_70300_1_mid_5.bin',1,2)-DCpoly1; 
poly300Bin1midSing=poly300Bin1midSing(150:2400,15:2300).*ratio70300bin1; 

  
RF100Bin1Sing=loadBinNew('LRT_RF07_70100_1_5.bin',1,2)-DCRF1; 
RF100Bin1Sing=RF100Bin1Sing(150:2400,15:2300).*ratio70100bin1; 

  
RF300Bin1Sing=loadBinNew('LRT_RF07_70300_1_5.bin',1,2)-DCRF1; 
RF300Bin1Sing=RF300Bin1Sing(150:2400,15:2300).*ratio70300bin1; 

  
%% MTF calculations and curve smoothing 

  
[a,b,aa]=ReportSlantedEdgeMTF(poly100Bin1Sing,0); 
[c,d,cc]=ReportSlantedEdgeMTF(poly300Bin1Sing,0); 
[e,f,ee]=ReportSlantedEdgeMTF(RF100Bin1Sing,0); 
[g,h,gg]=ReportSlantedEdgeMTF(RF300Bin1Sing,0); 

  
[mida,midb,midaa]=ReportSlantedEdgeMTF(poly100Bin1midSing,0); 
[midc,midd,midcc]=ReportSlantedEdgeMTF(poly300Bin1midSing,0); 
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FWHM=[aa,cc,ee,gg,midaa,midcc]; 

 

 


